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Resume 
Cette etude decrit le developpement et la validation d'un modele mathematique pour 
la mecanique des fluides computationnelle (CFD). Ce modele contribue aux simulations 
numeriques des ecoulements complexes gaz-liquide en prenant en consideration la distribu-
tion des tailles des bulles avec les phenomenes de coalescence et de fragmentation avec une 
methode numerique efficace et precise. 
L'approche Euler-Euler developpee precede inn lent pour les ecoulements complexes est adap-
tee au present projet. La turbulence en phase liquide est representee au moyen d'un modele 
de turbulence a deux equations k — c avec addition de nouveaux termes sources supplemen-
taires pour tenir compte des effets de la dispersion des bulles et de 1'interface gaz-liquide sur 
la rheologie. 
Le transfert dn momentum a l'interphase est determine a partir de Taction instantanee 
des forces sur la phase dispersee. Ces forces peuvent etre par exemple la force de trainee, 
de soulevement, de masse virtuelle. Ces forces dependent de la fraction volumique de la 
phase dispersee et dans ce travail, un modele est developpe afin de predire les profils de 
la concentration, la vitesse du liquide et les parametres de la turbulence avec une bonne 
precision. En outre, une correlation de Teffet de la vitesse de derive sur le comportement 
de la turbulence est proposes. La version revisee est basee sur une etude de la litterature 
existante. 
Les equations de conservation sont discretisees en utilisant la methode des volumes finis. 
Cette methode est basee sur l'algorithme PISO. 
Des techniques numeriques avancees sont utilisees pour assurer la stabilite de la solution 
quand la fraction volumique de la phase dispersee est elevee ou a un taux de changement 
rapide [61], 
Finalement, revaluation du modele developpe est faite en se basant sur une recherche bibli-
ographique approfondie et sur des donnees experimentales tirees de la litterature scientifique.. 
Diflerents tests out ete faite pour valider le modele a savoir: les ecoulements complexes gaz-
liquide dans une colonne a bulles rectangulaire [133; 134; 135; 18|, un reservoir a double 
turbine |126; 127| et un bioreacteur |101|. 
Mots cles: Modelisation mathematique, les ecoulements multiphasiques gaz-liquide, tur-
bulence, bilan de population, mecanique des fluides computationnelle CFD, OpenFOAM. 
methode des moments, methode des classes, QMOM, DQMOM. 
Abstract 
This study describes the development and validation of Computational Fluid Dynamics 
(CFD) model for the simulation of dispersed two-phase flows taking in the account the 
population balance of particles size distribution. 
A two-fluid (Euler-Euler) methodology previously developed for complex flows is adapted to 
the present project. The continuous phase turbulence is represented using a two-equation 
k — t turbulence model which contains additional terms to account for the effects of the 
dispersed on the continuous phase turbulence and the effects of the gas-liquid interface. 
The inter-phase momentum transfer is determined from the instantaneous forces acting on 
the dispersed phase, comprising drag, lift, virtual mass and drift velocity. These forces 
are phase fraction dependent and in this work revised modelling is put forward in order to 
capture a good accuracy for gas hold-up, liquid velocity profiles and turbulence parameters. 
Furthermore, a correlation for the effect of the drift velocity on the turbulence behaviour is 
proposed. The revised modelling is based on an extensive survey of the existing literature. 
The conservation equations are discretised using the finite-volume method and solved in a 
solution procedure, which is loosely based on the PISO algorithm. Special techniques are 
employed to ensure the stability of the procedure when the phase fraction is high or changing 
rapidely [61]. 
Finally, assessment of the model is made with reference to experimental data for gas-liquid 
bubbly flow in a rectangular bubble column [133; 134; 135; 18], in a double-turbine stirred 
tank reactor 1126: 127] and in an air-lift bioreacator [101]. 
Key words: mathematical modelling, complex flow gas-liquid, turbulence, population bal-
ance, computational fluids dynamics CFD, OpenFOAM, moments method, method of 
classes, QMOM, DQMOM. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Background 
Bubbly flow regime in the gas-liqwid systems has a very important role in the modern chemi-
cal industry for a wide variety of applications including for example bubble'columns, stirred-
tank in bio-reactors, rotary gas injection to clean liquid aluminum and air-lift reactors. The 
optimal design and development of these apparatus rely on the ability to predict the com-
plex gas-liquid flow. This can be accomplished by measurements or numerical modelling of 
the multiphase model equations, known as Computational Fluid Dynamics CFD, and by a 
combination of the two approaches taking advantage of the strengths of both. The goal of 
this work is to develop a model which accounts for the coupling of several phenomena such 
as bubble coalescence and breakage, bubble size distribution and mass transfer. Based on 
the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and the opensource CFD library OpenFOAM, 
we are able to develop new mathematical models including complex flow behavior while 
maintaining good numerical stability. CFD has been used namely to describe adequately 
systems as complex as the production of nanoparticles in plasma reactors but its use for 
the multiphase flows of gas-liquid flows encountered in chemical reactors presents different 
challenges that have been only recently addressed fully. During the last few years, GFD 
has become an indispensable predicting tool for several engineering, scientific and current 
life applications. Nevertheless, the use of readily usable commercial CFD software is still 
far from routine, and for research applications is often very limited. In fact, they are often 
limited to well-defined applications, so one can not add or modify physical models to suit 
researchers needs. The use of open source software, such as OpenFOAM, allowed us to de-
velop without the constraints of a commercial package, but of course at the expense of a 
much more involved work in the numerical model itself. At the end, the choice of the CFD 
platform was between the apparent ease of a commercial package (which is limited in terms 
of flexibility of the mathematical modelling), and the much more intense work of numerical 
modelling in an open-source package which involves a total control over all the mathematical 
an numerical models. At the end, the use of OpenFOAM proved to be a very good choice, 
combining very good numerical performance with an understanding of all the steps involved 
in the model from the differential equations set-up to the final report. 
The modelling of multiphase flows with the presence of turbulence due to a generally very 
high agitation is still a tremendous challenge. This task requires both intense material and 
human resources [39] and it is usually necessary to modify and to adapt the physical and 
chemical laws according" to the specific application. In most cases, the developed model 
represents those flows with a certain degree of accuracy, from a numerical point of view. 
From the literature, it is seen that solutions for these problems are progressing very fast but 
with some limitations (neglecting of certain forces, geometry different from reality, laboratory 
scale, numerical methods less eflicient,etc.)- Until now, there are few studies related to the 
problem of bubbly flows taking into account the bubble coalescence and break-up. These 
phenomena are due to the strong turbulence created by agitation, or the high inlet gas flows. 
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CFD methods, when they can be applied to a system, can provide data otherwise not ac-
cessible by traditional experimental techniques in a short time and often for low costs. For 
this reason, its use in designing multiphase reactors has increased in the last two decades 
along with the computer power availability. However, CFD is not experimental-free! Ex-
perimental validation and correlations are required for the closure of the multiphase model 
equations. Generally, the formal mathematical modelling of multiphase models uses two 
approaches. In the first, the bubble and liquid phases are considered as continuous phases, 
the phases occupying each' a fraction of the volume, thus introducing the concept of volume 
fraction. This technique, where a set of Eulerian conservation equations is written for each 
phase is named the Eulerian-Eulerian method. The second method considers only the liquid 
phase as continuous and the bubble's movements in the liquid are described through a set 
of Lagrangian trajectory equations. This is the Eulerian-Lagrangian method. In the present 
study the first method is used, since it is well known that it is better suited for high volume 
fractions of bubbles encountered locally in the bubble columns. The bubbles and liquid 
phases are related through interaction forces that are described as drag, lift and virtual 
mass forces. These interphase forces are formulated, in the mathematical model, as source 
terms in the momentum conservation equations. The formulation of these terms is relatively 
straightforward but their inclusion in the numerical algorithm often results in significant 
difficulties in convergence and stability. Among the authors who introduced these terms in 
the modeling of bubble columns [49; 133; 103; 134], Many authors also neglected the lift 
force [17; 95; 96; 44]. However, it has been shown that the lift force has a significant effect on 
the flow and void fraction fields of the columns j 103: 80; 16|. A few authors used empirical 
formulations of the lift force coefficient, C/, but mostly it has been assumed a constant value, 
from 0 to 0.5. Recent studies on bubble columns have been aimed at a better understanding 
and a more appropriate formulation of the interphase forces [136; 3; 106; 133; 21; 134]. 
The present work uses the Tomiyama correlation for the lift force, and is validated by com-
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parison with the measurements data of |134; 135; 18]. The other interphase forces, the drag 
and virtual mass contributions, have been studied in depth by |104; 40; 102]. In the present 
work, the drag coefficient is also determined using the Tomiyama correlation, which is only a 
function of the Eotvos number. Virtual mass can be conceptually represented as the change 
in kinetic energy due to the acceleration of the bubbles. Sato and Sekoguchi f 130] introduced 
the notion of "Bubble Induced Turbulence", a concept which takes into account the turbu-
lence induced by the rotation of bubbles. The present, work aims at the validation of the 
developed turbulence model and to apply it in the context of population balance modelling 
(PBM). A study of the current state of the art in the scientific literature on multiphase 
How modelling reveals that largely, the models do not consider the influence of the dispersed 
phase and the influence of the gas-liquid interface on turbulence, as well as the turbulence 
induced by the rotation of the bubbles. In the present work we review many of the different 
formulations of these terms available in the literature, and proceed to a full integration of the 
validated terms in the standard k — e model and the population balance equation, using the 
available published experimental data. The validation of these studies has been made using 
different gas-liquid systems (bubble columns, air-lift reactors and bio-reactors) [44; 45; 102|. 
The numerical solution of the developed mathematical model is made using the open source 
CFD package OpenFOAM (Field Operation And Manipulation) library. OpenFOAM uses 
advanced numerical methods and formal programming that can be used to represent the 
mathematical models in a form very close to the natural formulation. 
1.2 Problem statement 
The main objective of the current research project is to develop a mathematical model that 
represents the contribution of the turbulence and population balance on the multiphase 
flows. The problem of turbulence modelling in multiphase flows is studied and outlined in 
the chapter 4. On the other hand, the population balance equation is implemented in the 
code to taking into account the bubble size distribution function. This model can help to 
predict the gas-liquid dynamics in the presence of several phenomena in gas-liquid systems. 
The new open source software OpenFOAM is used for the solution of the model's nonlinear 
equation set. OpenFOAM presents several advantages; in particular, it provides complete 
access to the formulation of the mathematical models. Overall, the benefit expected by this 
study is to improve the efficiency of the processes that can be modelled using the present 
two-phase How models. This improvement could have an impact on productivity, quality, 
flexibility .(optimal design of chemical process). 
1.3 Objectives 
The scientific and technical objectives of this project are the development, validation and 
application of mathematical models for several multiphase flows applications. The devel-
oped model here includes some fundamental aspects and it is broad enough to be applied 
in industrial applications such as thermal plasma processing, bio-reactors, bubble columns, 
water treatment, stirred-tank reactors, polymerization and liquid aluminum purification us-
ing rotary gas injection process. 
This thesis involves the following scientific axes and technical applications: 
1. Development of a mathematical model to be used in bubbly flows. 
2. Integration of the population balance equation and their solution by an efficient and 
robust technique; the Direct Quadrature Method of Moments (DQMOM). 
3. Modelling of bubble coalescence and break-up phenomena. 
4. Validation of the developed model with measurements for three different applications: 
4.1 Bubble columns 
4.2 Stirred-tank reactor 
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4.3 Air-lift bioreactor 
5. Prediction of the mass transfer coefficient and Sauter mean diameter in bubbly flow 
regime 
1.4 Present contribution 
This study involves a contribution to the Computational Fluid Dynamics field as follows: 
1- Development of new combination of physical models extending the standard k — e model 
of turbulence. A full integration of source terms that represent the dispersed phase and 
gas-liquid interfaces on multiphase flows are included. The turbulence force induced by the 
rotational movement of bubbles and the drift velocity are considered. 
2- Population balance equation and the use of new resolution techniques such as the direct 
quadrature method of moments "DQMOM". 
3- Modelling of bubble coalescence and breakage using several physical models. 
4- Mesh grid dependence study. 
1.5 Thesis outline 
Chapter 1 is a general introduction to the problem statement and objectives of this work 
followed by some contributions to complex system modelling. 
Chapter 2 presents the mathematical equations describing the Newtonian Multiphase Fluid 
Flow, the different physical approaches and some of the more relevant physical models in 
this area. 
Chapter 3: A brief definition .of the turbulence modelling is presented. The most popular 
two-equations models of turbulence are explained and detailed. 
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Chapter 4: The population balance equation is introduced. Different solution techniques are 
highlighted in this section. In our project, the results of modelling are integrated, tested and 
validated with other numerical models and correlations obtained through experimentation. 
Chapter 5 is devoted to the various mechanisms of bubble coalescence and break-up. The 
coupling between CFD and these phenomena is also discussed and developed. 
Chapter 6 presents the numerical solution procedure. Spatial and time discretization are 
also outlined and detailed. 
Finally, Chapters 7 and 8 are dedicated to the presentation of results, discussion and con-
clusion. 
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Chapter 2 
Multiphase flow modelling 
2.1 Introduction 
In this Chapter, a typical multiphase flow system is described. Firstly, governing equations 
are stated along with basic turbulence and inter-phase mom.entum, exchange modelling. Then, 
the numerical solution procedure is discussed. The test cases chosen for this purpose are the 
hydrodynamic behaviour in a rectangular bubble column at differentmesh grid and slirred-
tank reactor with double turbine. 
In the chemical process industry, complex multiphase flow such as gas-liquid systems are often 
encountered. In the past, a large number of authors have devoted a considerable amount of 
effort to formulate field equations. The most important characteristic of a, multiphase flow-
is the existence of an interface separating the continuous and dispersed phases. The various 
transfer mechanisms between phases and between a two-phase mixture and a surrounding 
wall strongly depend upon the two-phase flow regime. The two-phase flows are generally 
classified into three-flow regimes: the separated, transitional and dispersed flows. In this 
thesis, we will focus on only dispersed flows because of their most frequent occurrence in the 
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modern chemical industry. 
In this chapter we look at two mathematical descriptions of two-phase flow. The first ex-
amined, is the Lagrangian approach which tracks each discrete particle separately with its 
trajectory being governed by its own equation of motion within the continuous phase. The 
second, is the Eulerian approach, treats the phases as inter-penetrating continua and models 
each phase by averaging the microscopic equations of motion. 
2.1.1 Lagrangian Approaches 
In the Lagrangian approach, the individual particles of the dispersed phase or a statistical 
sample thereof, are tracked through (he flow domain. The conservation equation of momen-
tum for each of the particles is expressed in a co-ordinate frame of reference which follows 
the trajectory. The resulting equation, which describes the motion of the particle in the 
continuous medium, relates the rate of change of the particle's velocity to the sum of forces 
acting upon it: 
, , ^ = £ F (2.1, 
where 
Urf is the velocity of dispersed phase 
pd is the dispersed phase density 
F is the individual forces acting on the particles 
The commonly accepted Lagrangian equation governing the motion of a particle at low 
Reynolds numbers reads [116|: 
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dt v pc Dt 2 pc \ Dt Dt. ' 
+ ¥!?M£± ['" Vp&Lzgldr + g(1 1 Bl) (2.2) f<» d dt{Vd - Uc) , prf 
where 
- <i/d^ Derivative with respect to time following the moving particle. 
- D/Dt Total acceleration of the continuous phase as seen by the particle. 
- \J,i Velocity of dispersed phase particle. 
- Uc. Velocity of continuous phase. 
- g Gravity. 
- nip Mass of particle. 
- rrif Mass of fluid displaced by the particle = mP{pc/p(i) 
- r Particle radius. 
- F Q Drag force exerted on particle due to relative motion. 
- pc Dynamic viscosity of the continuous phase. 
- pa Density of the dispersed phase. 
- pc Density of the continuous phase. 
- tp Particle response time. 
Another significant advantage of the Lagrangian approach is that since there is one equation 
of motion for each particle, it is relatively easy to account for a distribution of particle sizes. 
Also, in gas-liquid and liquid-liquid systems, where the bubbles or droplets can break up into 
two or more smaller fragments or coalesce into a larger entity, the Lagrangian approach can 
be easily applied. The strategy of a Lagrangian analysis of two-phase flow is usually to follow 
a sufficient number of particles individually through the flow domain by solving the above 
equation for each one. The calculated trajectories of the particles are then used to obtain 
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information regarding the average nature of the flow, such as the dispersion coefficient, the 
local volume fraction or the local velocity. 
The coupling between the continuous phase and the dispersed phase is often tackled in the 
solution procedure by using a two-step iterative approach. Here, the continuous phase flow 
is determined at a, particular instant in time after which the motion and position of the in-
dividual dispersed phase elements are updated according to the newly calculated continuous 
phase flow. The exchange of momentum between phases is evaluated between steps so that 
it can be included as sources or sinks in the subsequently solved equations for the other 
phase. The sequence is repeated until sufficient data on the motion of the dispersed phase 
has been gathered by Kralj fllj. However, problems arise with the Lagrangian approach 
when the system of interest contains many particles. The first problem is that since there 
is one equation of motion for each particle the problem may become computationally too 
large to allow the trajectory of every particle to be calculated. Many particle trajectories are 
required in order to obtain meaningful information on the average nature of the flow. For 
example, a typical stirred-tank reactor (say with a volume of 6 m3) with particles of 1 mm 
in diameter at a volume fraction of 1% contains approximately 108 particles. In such cases, a 
representative sample of particles trajectories are calculated and the overall flow properties 
inferred from these. Secondly, for high to moderate phase fractions, the increased coupling 
between the particles and the continuous phase can introduce numerical stability problems 
[11|. 
2.1.2 Eulerian Methods in Two Phase Flow 
In the Eulerian approach, both the continuous and dispersed phases are described using 
Eulerian conservation equations written in fixed co-ordinates. Each phase is treated as a 
continuous medium, each inter-penetrating the other, and is represented by macroscopic 
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conservation equations, one set for each phase, which are valid throughout the entire flow 
domain. This approach is commonly known as the 'Two-Fluid' approach, or when more than 
two phases are considered, the 'Multi-Fluid' approach Ishii [77]. 
The two-fluid conservation equations are derived from the fundamental conservation equa-
tions for mass, momentum and energy which govern the behaviour of each phase and which 
are valid within each phase up to the interface between the phases: the familiar Navier-
Stokes equations. The two-fluid conservation equations are obtained by applying a. suitable 
averaging procedure to the entire two-phase system. The resulting mathematical form of the 
two-fluid equations is similar to the single-phase Navier-Stokes equations but contain extra 
terms which account for the transfer of mass and momentum between phases. In princi-
ple, the two-fluid approach is applicable to the entire range of flow regimes encountered in 
multi-phase flows, including the separated, dispersed and intermediate regimes. The physi-
cal character of the extra inter-phase mass and momentum transfer terms depends heavily 
on the exact nature of the flow, but the Eulerian approach is only limited by the ability 
to accurately model these terms, and is not inherently limited to dispersed systems. The 
generality of this approach comes at a cost, however, and it's main disadvantage is the dif-
ficulty in prescribing suitable inter-phase models for the flow regime under consideration. 
The identification of relevant inter-phase forces, such as drag, lift or virtual mass, is not 
as obvious as in the Lagrangian approach where each is represented by its own term and 
modelling the effects of many particles in averaged form can add considerable complexity 
to the modelling process. Similarly, the derivation of models which are applicable to flows 
which are between well defined regimes, or where the regime varies in different parts of the 
flow, can be extremely complex and the physical understanding of these situations may not 
be sufficiently well developed until now. However, the two-lluid approach is frequently more 
efficient than the Lagrangian approach, since individual dispersed phase elements are not 
tracked and the calculations are not restricted to the transient case. 
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The two- fluid equations for both phases are discretised using the same computational mesh 
and are often solved using similar techniques to those employed for single-phase How but 
suitably extended to account for the coupled nature of the flow. Importantly, this approach 
allows the numerical problems arising from the coupling between phases to be more easily 
handled. For these reasons, the two-fluid approach has proven to be popular in the study of 
two-phase systems and has been adopted as the basis for the present work. 
2.2 Governing equations 
2.2.1 Continuity equation 
To solve the multiphase model equations, discrete approaches need to be used. The time 
and spatial domain is subdivided in a finite elements. The most common and widely used 
discretization techniques are finite difference, finite volume and finite element methods [124; 
67]. In the present work the finite volume method is used for solving non-linear equations 
system. A general local continuity equation of the quantity ip can be written as: 
^ K ) + V - ( a v U „ ) = 0 (2.3) 
Where ov is the volume fraction of a phase ip and U v is the velocity magnitude of phase tp. 
In the Eulerian frame, the following relation must be respected: 
] T a V = 1.0 (2.4) 
In order to solve the problem of boundedness, Spalding |25] suggested that Eqn. (2.3) should 
be solved for a<i and its counterpart for ac, the solutions should then be recombined: 
The new phase fraction field akd will be bounded by zero and one only if ad and ac are both 
larger than zero and it follows that appropriate differencing is essential. 
Weller [61] re-arranged the phase continuity Eqn. (2.3) so that all terms are in conservative 
form and a.a can be bounded at both ends, as follows: 
^ + V • (Uad) + V • (U r a d ( l - ad)) = 0 (2.6) 
Where U = ad\3d + arJJc and Ur = Vd - Uc. 
2.2.2 Momentum equation 
In absence of mass transfer between phases and for incompressible fluids in the steady-state 
regime, the local conservation equation of momentum is: 
- ( ^ U ^ + V . t ^ U y U ^ + V . t a ^ v V U , , ) = -a^Vp + V.{TV) + av~g +"F +RV (2.7) 
Where TV represent the Reynolds stress tensor for the continuous phase defined as: 
r > - ! # ' ( V U v +V. Vv - | / V . U„ ) + pk (2.8) 
and Ry, represent the Coriolis and centrifugal forces applied in the rotating reference of 
frames (MR..F) and is written as follow: 
R v = -2av/)¥,N^J x. U^ - Q ^ ^ N ^ x (N^ x r v) (2.9) 
Here N represent the rotating velocity (RPM) and T* is the position vector (m). ;/£ is 
—> —> 
the effective kinematic viscosity of phase <p. U v and F are respectively the velocity field of 
phase f and the interfacial forces due to drag, lift and virtual mass. 
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2.2.3 Interfacial m o m e n t u m exchange equations 
In the present work the drag and the lift forces developed by Tomiyama et al. [4] are used 
to determine the interfacial momentum exchange. In the Eulerian-Eulerian approach used 
here, and at high volume fraction (>10%) we consider the dispersed phase as a continuous 
phase using the same momentum and continuity equations applied for the continuous phase. 
Hence, the instantaneous inter-phase momentum exchange is determined by assembling the 
forces acting on the dispersed bubbles. The main contributions are drag, lift, virtual mass, 
and the Basset forces. In this section, the exchange terms are written as components of these 
different contributions: 
F = FD + Ft + F vm (2.10) 
The Drag Force 
The relative motion between a submerged body and the surrounding fluid gives rise to the 
so-called drag force. It is a resistance of a particle in a fluid environment such as water or 
air. For spherical dispersed phase particles we have Rusche [56|: 
FD = Az>Ur (2.11) 
Where 
3adCD -f A B = — ^ — |U.r| (2.12) 
Here d is the bubble or particle diameter, Ur is the mean relative velocity (U^ — U c) . The 
drag coefficient Co depends on the characteristics of the flow surrounding the body and is 
a function of the Eotvos number for the case of bubbles. In the present work, for the. drag 
coefficient C'D the particle drag model of Tomiyama is chosen, which gives good results for 
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large bubbles (> 5 mm) and is defined as folio i w : 
_ 8 E o ( l - ^ ) 1 
° 3 £?2/3Eo + 16(1 - E2)Ei F{Ef K ' ' ' 
Where Eo is the Eotvos number defined as: 
E o = = ^ ^ : • (2.14) 
a 
The Eotvos parameter is a dimensionless number and it can be used to characterize the 
shape of bubbles (see Fig. 2.1) or drops moving in a surrounding fluid. Eotvos number may 
be regarded as proportional to buoyancy force divided by surface tension force. 
Here, g and a are respectively the gravity and surface tension. 
1 
l + 0.163Eo0-757 
and 
(2.15) 
Eod = ^ (2.16) 
and 
F{E) _ Sin-K^W)E-Evr^w {2n} 
\ 
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EOTVOS NUMBER, E<> 
Figure 2.1: Shape regimes of bubbles according to Eo'tvos number 
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The Lift Force 
The lift force F / describes the lateral force experienced by a particle subjected to a shearing 
flow field or due to.the rotation of the particle itself. It is important for gas-liquid systems 
in which regions of high shear exist and it can have a large effect on phase distribution. The 
lift fore is defined as suggested by Drew |23| and |22|: 
F z = a d q U P x ( V x U c ) (2.18) 
Here Ci represent the lift coefficient which is calculated using the Tomiyama correlation as 
follows: 
jmin\0.288tanh(0.121Re),f{Eod)} Eod < 4 
\f(Eod) 4 sC Eod < 10.7 
whe: re 
f(Eod) = 0.105(Eod)3 QM59(Eod)2 0.0204.Eorf + 0.474 (2.20) 
The Virtual Mass Force 
By definition, the virtual mass force can be understood by considering the change in kinetic 
energy of fluid surrounding an accelerating bubble. The effect of virtual mass force is much 
larger for a bubble in liquid than for a drop in gas due to the higher liquid density surrounding 
the bubble. The virtual mass coefficient Cvm is often set to 0.5 for rigid spherical particles 
in the literature Carrica et al. [98]. For low phase fraction F w „ is given as: 
F, ;m = a ( ; C „ ^ — ^ J (2.21) 
Where -~ denotes the substantive derivative which is delined as: 
Dt 
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The Basset Force 
The Basset force represents the influence of the time dependent development of the boundary 
layer on the particle surface in accelerating flows. In essence, it takes into account the fact 
that the drag on the particle depends on the previous history of the particle motion. The 
Basset force is given by: 
F,4^^( |U r f UC|W7£= (2.23) 
in gas-liquid flows, the Basset force is very small when compared to the drag force and is 
usually neglected. 
2.2.4 Interfacial closure summary 
Collecting the models for the various interfacial forces described above and substituting them 
into Eqn. (2.10) we have 
F = | ^ £ u r | U r | + adCtVr x (V x U c) + acCvm(^± - BgLfj (2.24) 
In this work, two values of 0.25 and 0.5 for the virtual mass coefficient are used in the 
comparison with the experimental data. 
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Chapter 3 
Turbulence modelling 
Turbulence modeling is one of three key elements in computational fluid dynamics (CFD), in 
particular when one is interested in industrial processes Wilcox J26J. The other key elements 
are the grid generation and numerical algorithms development. By definition, a mathematical 
model of turbulence is one that approximates the real physical behaviour of turbulent flows. 
As examples of turbulence motion, flow in the wake of a cylinder, bubble columns, stirred 
reactors,...etc. Really most of all flows of practical engineering situations are turbulent. 
3.1 Introduction 
Most fluid flows occurring in nature are turbulent. Turbulence can be described as a state 
of continuous instability in the flow, where it is still possible to separate the fluctuations 
from the mean flow properties. It is characterized by irregularity in the flow, increased 
diffusivity and energy dissipation Tetmekes and Luinley [57]. Turbulent flows are always 
three-dimensional and time dependent, even if the boundary conditions of the flow do not 
change in time. The range of scales in such flows is very large, from the smallest turbulent 
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eddies characterized by Kolmogorov microscales, to the flow features comparable with the 
size of the geometry. A comprehensive review of simulation techniques for turbulent flows 
can be found in Ferziger and Peric [69] works. A brief overview of the modelling techniques 
will be given here. 
There are several possible approaches to the simulation of turbulent Hows. The first, Direct 
Numerical Simulation (DNS) (|130; 129; 115; 87|) numerically integrates the governing 
equations over the whole range of turbulent scales. The requirements on mesh resolution and 
time-step size put very high demands on the computer resources, rendering it unsuitable for 
engineering applications. The second approach is generally known as Large Eddy Simulation 
(LES). In order to separate different length scales in a turbulent flow field, a spatial filter 
is applied. Large scale structures that can be resolved by the numerical method on a given 
mesh are called the super-grid scales. The influence of all other (sub-grid) scales to the 
super-grid behaviour is modelled. The rationale behind this principle lies in the fact that 
the small scales of turbulence are more homogeneous and isotropic and therefore easier to 
model. As the mesh gets finer, the number of scales that require modelling becomes smaller, 
thus approaching the Direct Numerical Simulation. Examples of this approach can be found 
in [73; 65; 138]. In the present study, the above approaches cited here (DNS, LES, RANS) 
are presented here briefly as follow: 
• Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS): it is not a model, Navier-
Stokes Equations are computed in their most general form meaning that the complete spec-
trum of involved frequencies and length scales are solved. This approach is only feasible at 
current time for Low Reynolds number flows, due to limitation on computer resources, and 
used mainly as validation test for other approaches or as a help in understanding turbulence 
physics. 
• Large Eddy Simulation (LES): remembering- that energy is contained 
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mainly in the largest scales, this model reduces the range of interest only to the biggest vor-
tices. It employs, in fact, a time dependent three dimensional computation of the large-eddy 
structure and a model for the small scales. It basically consists in filtering in space the 
Navier-Stokes Equations with a high-pass filter, resolving for scales that actually are the 
energy-containing scales and modelling dissipation subrange behaviour. LES is becoming 
more and more popular in the CFD community, particular complexities in treating bound-
ary conditions and the need for wide computer resources still limit the use to simple geome-
tries and specific areas of interest in which turbulence modelling is more than fundamental 
(turbulent combustion, wake effects, chemical reactions). 
• Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS): Navier-Stokes Equa-
tions are averaged in time on a period long enough to contain also lowest frequency oscillation. 
The unsteady behaviour of the turbulent flows is completely neglected, turbulence become a 
steady phenomenon simply considering the effects of fluctuations onto the mean flow. At the 
state of art RANS simulations are the standard for flows involving heat transfer of industrial 
interest. In fact unsteady phenomena result in being determinant for such simulations. Be-
cause of its ease of implementation and the speed in solving, supported by a good accuracy 
in modelling mean flows, one can reasonably believe that this approach will be used for many 
years to come. 
3.2 History of turbulence modelling 
The earliest attempts to constructing a mathematical model of turbulence flows goes back 
to Boussinesq [62| works which introduced the concept of the so-called eddy viscosity. In the 
nineteenth century, Prandtl (1925) introduced the mixing length which formed the basis of 
all turbulence modeling research for the next twenty years. In 1945's, Prandtl postulated a 
model in which the eddy viscosity depends upon the kinetic energy of the turbulent fluctu-
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ations, k. He proposed a partial-differential equation approximating the exact equation for 
k. This model is thus called one-equation model of turbulence. 
Kolmogorov (1942) introduced the first complete model of turbulence. In addition to having 
an equation for k, he introduced a second parameter u that he referred to as "the rate of 
dissipation of energy in unit volume and time". This model is thus termed a two-equation 
model of turbulence. It went with virtually no applications for the next 25 years because of 
the unavailability of computers to solve its nonlinear differential equations. 
3 . 2 . 1 o n e - e q u a t i o n m o d e l s o f t u r b u l e n c e 
Prandt l (1945) postulated that the dissipation assumes the following form Wilcox [26|: 
e.~/fc3/2/i (3.1) 
Introducing a closure coefficient Ck, the dissipation is: 
e = Ckki/'2/l (3.2) 
Thus, Prandtl 's one-equation model is as follows: 
dk
 TT dk dUi „ fc3/2 d u t . ., 
at + ^aTj = ^ ~ CD~ + aT, K" + ">*)] (^) 
where T.^ is the Reynolds-Stress Tensor, if we assume the Boussinesq approximation, the 
Reynolds-Stress is given by: 
2 
Tij = ZvrSij - -kSij (3.4) 
Here, SV, is the strain-rate tensor. We can define the kinematic: eddy viscosity as follows: 
i / = fc1/2/ = CD— (3.5) 
The one-equation model is not, by far, a universal turbulence model. Therefore the devel-
opment of more general models is necessary. 
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3.2.2 Two-equation models of turbulence 
Turbulence modelling for two-phase flows has been reviewed recently by several authors 
[36; 16; 34: 53]. As in a single-phase flow turbulence modelling, second-order closure models, 
which solves transport equations for each component of the Reynolds stresses, constitutes the 
highest level of closure currently feasible for practical applications. So far, only two authors 
[28; 80| developed two-phase Reynolds stress turbulence models, whereas the majority of 
authors invoke the Boussinesq [62[ hypothesis and model the turbulent stress-strain relation 
analogous to the constitutive relation of a viscous fluid, e.g. [27; 123; 5; 131; 42; 103; 92; 50]. 
The turbulent viscosity is then related to the fluid's turbulent kinetic energy k and its 
dissipation rate e, which axe governed by their own transport equations. 
We limit our discussion to the more commonly used k — e models. In fact, a wide variety 
of k — e models exists, the most noteworthy being the standard k — e model by Jones and 
Launder [72]. Before building and analyzing the structure of the transport equation for 
.turbulent kinetic energy k and turbulent kinetic energy dissipation e, a general overview 
common to all k — e models is needed, in order to understand how k and e are related to the 
wanted scalar / / . 
First the turbulent length scale It is computed locally as: 
h = C„ (3.6) 
e 
and second, following the definition of length, scale, one obtains: 
IH = CljPk^% = CliP— (3.7) 
e • 
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3.2.3 The standard k - e model 
The most popular two-equation turbulence model is the k — e model. The central paper for 
this model is that published by Jones and Launder [72| which is, in the turbulence modelling 
community, well known as the standard k — e model of turbulence. The idea in this model 
is to derive the exact equation of e and to find suitable closure approximations for other 
parameters. Tims, the standard k — e is as follows: 
Turbulent viscosity 
k2 
,/ = a (3.8) 
Kinetic energy 
dk dk 
dt + "dxj 
dVj d 
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 dx,j ' dx-j (v + u'lok)-
dk 
Dissipation rate 
de
 TT de e . .dU-i, „ e2 d 
m+V3dx- = c^kTlJl^--c^ + dx-
dXj\ 
(v + S/cTc) .de 
dx.j 
Closure coefficients and auxiliary relations: 
Ce,i = 1.44, Ct-2 = 1.92, C^ = 0.09, ak = 1.0, at = 1.3 
3.2.4 The Mndde et al. (1999) closure terms for k - e model 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
Following the work of Robert and Oliver |49|, the two-equations k e model has been modified 
to the following formulation: 
and 
- | Lck\ + V • (a,XJ(A = V • (aAVfc ) + nfc + Wk 
y (ace\ + V • (acUce) = V • L % e ) + IT, + U\ 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
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Where n^ and TTr denote the ordinary one-phase production and dissipation terms defined 
as follow 
Uk=acG (3.13) 
and 
n s = a c | ( ( 7 i G - C 7 2 e ) (3.14) 
Here, G stands for the production of turbulent kinetic energy and is defined as: 
G = 2i4ff (vUc • deu(VUc + (VU ( :)T)) (3.15) 
Where dev represents the deviatory component defined as: 
devT = T - l(tr{T)) (3.16) 
T is a second rank tensor and tr is the trace of this tensor.. 
The effective viscosity of the continuous phase is calculated from v'l- = vc + i/ where / / 
is given by the Eqn. (3.8). The values of Cfl, C'i, C2, c> and ot are unchanged from the 
originally derived for single-phase flow and they are summarized in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1: Coefficients used in the different k — t models. NC : not considered, T.C 
Tomiyaina correlation 
Constants 
Fluent 
OpenFOAM 
This work 
c, 
0.09 
0.09 
0.09 
Cx 
1.44 
1.44 
1.44 
C-h 
1.92 
1.92 
1.92 
c3 
1.2 
NC 
1.2 
Ck 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
<?t 
1.3 
1.3 
1.3 
ct 
NC 
NC 
ct 
CjhBlT 
NC 
NC 
0.6 
From the equations (3.11) and (3.12) ITj. and II*'includes the effect of the interfaces on the 
turbulent kinetic energy and the dissipation rate respectively. According to Bel F'Dhila and 
Simonin [103], the IT^  term is formulated as: 
14 = , P* .adFD[ < U;..Urf >d -2k + UA . i / t .U r] (3.17) 
where < U c .U d >d represent the covariance defined by the Eqn. (3.30). 
The IIJ is modelled according to Elghobashi and Abou-Arab [12-5 j: 
n: = cZ-n% (3.18) 
Where C3 is constant of the standard model of turbulence (see table 3.1) and F^ is the drag 
force density coefficient given by: 
Fd = {^^L) (3.19) 
Tp 
and Udrift is the drift velocity used to correct the relative velocity as follows: 
U r = (Ud Uc) Udrlft (3.20) 
As mentioned, the drift velocity accounts for the dispersion of the particles due to transport 
by turbulent fluid motion and is calculated by Robert, and Oliver [49|: 
Udrift — ~Dc,d ' VCrd VOfc 
ad ac 
(3.21) 
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where DL(i d is the fluid-bubble turbulent dispersion tensor and is expressed as: 
, D\,d = 3 < J < U^u<i >2 (3.22) 
In Robert and Oliver [49] works, the turbulence of the dispersed phase is treated using three 
. time scales: the characteristic time of turbulent eddies T^, the characteristic time of particles 
entrainment by the fluid motion r*d and the characteristic time of the fluid turbulence viewed 
by the bubbles T*
 d. The last three time scales are given by: 
2L"e (3.23) 
and 
F __ 1 (Pd , r 
* d V Pc 
_t 
Ok 
T14 = ^\1 + C3C 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
Here, C,r is the ratio between the characteristic time of the turbulent eddies and the charac-
teristic transit time, r^d, required for the bubbles to cross the large eddies: 
Cr |UJ 
id wwm 
(3.26) 
The parameter Cp is defined as: 
Op = 1.8- 1.35cos2(0) (3.27) 
with 
cos{9) U d U r (3.28) 
l|U(J|| • | |U r | 
the turbulent kinetic energy k^ of the dispersed phase and the covariance < X}'c.X3d >c; are 
given by: 
~b2 +r)r k,i = k 1 +Vr (3.29) 
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and 
b + rir 
l+Vr\ 
<Vc.Ud>d=2k\ 
1 + CA 
i/pc + C 
In this model, only the effect of the interfaces on the turbulence terms are included. 
(3.30) 
with 7ir = TIJT^ and b =
 + ' ^ (CA = 0.5). 
3.2.5 The Rusche (2002) closure terms for k — t model 
As mentionned, most two-phase turbulence models of dispersed flows are based on a single-
phase turbulence model for the continuous phase. The presence of the dispersed phase is 
accounted for by additional terms. Recently, Tabor |50| outlined a more elaborate, four-
equation model where separate k — e systems are assembled for each phase. This model 
requires additional closure and more effort is needed to finalize the coupling terms. However, 
in the work of Rusche |5G|, the two-fluid turbulence model extended by Gosman et al. |5| is 
adopted. It consists of the standard k — e model of Jones and Launder [72] with the effect of 
the dispersed phase on the turbulence, while the model of Robert and Oliver [49] presented 
above deals with the effect of the interface. The two-equations k — e are then written as: 
f r»„k \ 4- V • [ nJl.k. \ - X7 • i -j - (ack\ +   (acXJck J  V  (^—-Vifc J = Uk - ae + Ufs (3.31) 
£ (ajj + V • (acVce\ - V • f ~ " V e ) = Ue + I l f (3.32) 
The additional two-phase source terms are: 
.Jdts _ 2kadAd(Ct - 1) , A,y(/' Vad — 
n *
a
 = °
 , n
 ' ' + - ^ - - ^ • UT. (3.33) 
Pc PcP a-c 
ldts 2C-AeadAd(Ct - 1) I l f = "° " "v - (3.34) 
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Table 3.2: Multiplier term used in the two-equation model of turbulence 
Multiplier term 
Here, the drag multiplier term Af;, which depends on the inter-phase momentum transfer, 
is defined in Table 3.2. In this model, the presence of dispersed phase is accounted for 
by additional source terms, which are related to that of the continuous phase through a 
turbulence response coefficient, C't, (see [56; 5; 111; 6; 2|) in which the correlation proposed 
by Issa and Oliveira |112| is adopted: 
C = 3+l% 
Jt
 1 + ,8,. + 2Pd/Pc 
Where: (3t = ^ ^ ; Re, = H ^ . L = C}ll, v' = 
/ i c Ret i'c a 
Where u,i and i/c are respectively the the kinematic viscosity of dispersed and continuous 
phase. Re,, is the Reynolds number based on the eddy length scale Lc. 
Gosman et al. [5] Weller [611 
<*d?%CD\Vr\ «d«cf ( fa^ + JtPW ) |U,.| 
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Here the C,ia and C,ic terms are defined as follow Weller [61]: 
C = ( 2 4 ^ A i , ) ( l + 0 . 1 5 ( ^ ^ r 8 7 ) (3.36) 
and 
Cdc = (24z/d/dc)(l + 0 . 1 5 ( ^ l ) a 6 8 7 ) (3.37) 
Finally, the Reynolds stresses are obtained from the Boussinesq hypothesis |62|, which models 
the turbulent stress-strain relation analogous to the constitutive relation of a. viscous lluid. 
It is given by: 
K" = - ^ " ( V U y + VUJ - | l V • U„) + | l ^ (3.38) 
3.2.6 N e w combination of k — e models (present contribution) 
In order to improve the modelling of the two-phase flows studied in the present thesis, we 
extend the models proposed by Robert and Oliver [491 and Rusche |56| described above 
and combine them to take into account both the effect of the interface and the dispersed 
phase effects. The proposed model is solved and validated through a comparison with the 
measurements of Buwa and Ranade [134] and Pfleger et al. [18) available in the literature. 
The following resulting transport equations of turbulence, still based on an extension of the 
standard k — c model incorporate the effect of the interfaces and the dispersed phase on the 
turbulence: 
~(ack) + V • (U,.&) = V • ( a r — V f c ) + arG ~~ are + arITk + a(Hfs (3.39) 
at <Jk 
and 
4 ( « c e ) + V • (Uce) = V • ( « C ^ - V e ) + *cUdG - C2c) + aJTt + ««JI*8 (3.40) 
All source terms IIJ., II*, II*S and Ilf's presented in this model are expressed by the Eqns. 
(3.17, 3.18, 3.33, 3.34) respectively. 
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To correct; the relative velocity as suggested by Robert and Oliver [49|, we take into account 
the effect of the drift velocity based on the work of Ishii and Zuber [781: 
Udrift == U r X ^  
(1 - ay)1 '75; He » I'd 
( 1 - o y ) 2 0 0 ; /xc~/«d (3-41) 
(1 - ad)2 '25; /xc « Md 
In the present work, the first expression under the condition \x,c > > fid (for air-water system) 
is used. The effective dynamic viscosity of the continuous phase is calculated in this model 
as follow [44]: 
Hecff = M,; + //' + HBIT (3.42) 
Where 
HBIT = C^Biril - acd)dd\Ur\ (3.43) 
3.3 Wall functions 
The standard fc — e is a high Reynolds model, therefore because of the way that turbulence 
is viewed in this framework, it must be completed by wall-functions boundary conditions, to 
capture approximately the near wall behaviour . So let's come back at the concept of a wall 
function to see what is the standard formulation for near wall turbulence quantities. In the 
present study, the standard wall functions based on the proposal of Launder and Spalding 
|9| are used. They have been most widely used for industrial flows. 
The law-of-the-wall for mean velocity yields 
V* = -\n{Ey*) (3.44) 
K 
where 
s-d/4, 1/2 
y* = ~» •">' »>• (3.45) 
y 
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and K is the von Karman's constant ( 0.4187, default value in OpenFOAM), E is an 
empirical constant (-••-• 9 in the present work). In OpenFOAM, the'log-law Eqn.(3.44) is 
employed when the dimensionless coordinate y* > 11.6. 
In the k — e model, the k equation is solved in the whole domain including the wall-adjacent 
cells. The boundary condition for k imposed at the wall is 
« 0 (3,16) 
on 
where n is the local coordinate normal to the wall. 
The production of kinetic energy, G, and its dissipation rate, e, at the wall-adjacent cells, 
which are the source terms in the k equation, are computed on the basis of the local equilib-
rium hypothesis. Under this assumption, the production of k and its dissipation rate e are 
assumed to be equal in the wall-adjacent control volume. 
Thus, the production of k is computed from 
G = ^ ! (3.47) 
Kyp 
and e is computed from 
,-,3/4,3/2 
ep = hUlZ- (3.48) 
Kljp 
Here yp, Up, kp denotes respectively the distance from point P to the wall, the mean 
velocity at the point P. and the kinetic energy at the point P. 
The standard wall functions described so far are provided as a default option in OpenFOAM. 
The standard wall functions work reasonably well for a broad range of wall-bounded flows. 
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3.4 Boundary Conditions 
The numerical representation of the boundary conditions used with the two-fluid method-
ology is very similar to the practice used for laminar single-phase flow Hill [36]. However, 
two issues require further discussion here: the pressure boundary condition at a no-slip 
impermeable wall and near-wall turbulence. 
3.4.1 Pressure Boundary Condition at Walls 
In single-phase flow the dynamic pressure gradient at the wall is specified to be zero, implying 
that the pressure gradient at the wall equals pg. In the two-fluid methodology, difficulties 
arise from the fact that the system is modelled in such a way that it has only a single 
pressure, but two fluids with possibly very different densities. 
In general, the specification of pressure boundary conditions depends on the exact definition 
of pressure. In incompressible flow calculations, the pressure is often modified to remove 
possibly steep gradient arising from hydrostatic effects as well as simplifying the specification 
of the wall pressure boundary condition. This route is adopted here, and we define a modified 
mixture pressure as follows Rusche [56]: 
/ 5 * = p - / o c g - x (3.49) 
where pc is the density of the heavier phase and x is the position vector. 
3.4.2 Near-wall Turbulence 
The behaviour of turbulence near walls is considerably different from that in the other parts 
of the flow. It is therefore necessary to use appropriate modelling in the near-wall region. In 
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Table 3,3: Numerical boundary conditions applied in this study. 
Variable Wall Inlet Outlet 
—— 
XJd Fixed Value , Fixed Value Zero Gradient 
U c Fixed Value Fixed Value Zero Gradient 
a,i Zero Gradient Fixed Value Zero Gradient 
p Zero Gradient Zero Gradient Fixed Value 
fc Fixed Value Fixed Value Zero Gradient 
e Fixed Value Fixed Value Zero Gradient 
this study, the near-wall region of high gradients is used by using the so-called wall-function 
approach by Launder and Spalding [9| (see section 3.3). which creates an additional term in 
the momentum equation in order to compensate for the increased shear stress at the wall. 
The additional drag is treated as a change in the effective viscosity at the wall face, carrying 
the difference between the assumed linear and the logarithmic velocity profile between the 
cell centre and the wall. For the k and e transport equations, the situation is somewhat 
different: wall-functions use the local equilibrium assumption and prescribe the generation 
of k and the value of e in the near-wall cell. Until now, the validity of the wall-function 
approach is not known for multiphase flows. 
Following Politis [122]. it is assumed that the effects of the second phase on the turbulent 
boundary layer are adequately accounted for by including the phase fraction to account for 
the effective reduction of the wall surface area in contact with the considered phase. 
3.5 Summary of Boundary Conditions 
In this study, the following types of boundary conditions are used and the corresponding 
numerical boundary conditions for each variable are summarized in Table 3.3: 
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Inlet The velocity fields at the inlet are supplied and, for consistency, the boundary condition 
on the modified, pressure is zero gradient, hi addition, fixed value conditions for the dispersed 
phase fraction, the turbulence kinetic energy as well as its dissipation rate are specified. 
Outlet The modified pressure field at the outlet is supplied and a zero gradient bound-
ary condition on velocity is specified. Furthermore, zero gradient boundary conditions are 
applied to the dispersed phase fraction, turbulence kinetic energy as well as its dissipation 
rate. 
Walls The velocities of the fluids are equal to that of the wall, i.e. a fixed value condition 
is specified. The dynamic pressure is specified to be zero gradient since the flux through 
the wall must be zero. Zero gradient boundary conditions are also used for the additional 
scalars if appropriate. 
3.6 Closure 
In this chapter, several models of turbulence were presented, analyzed and discussed. First, 
the standard k — e. for single phase was presented, then the extended models of Robert and 
Oliver [49| and Rusche |56| for multiphase flow are detailed. Finally, a new combination 
of these models is developed and integrated to incorporate both the effect of the bubble 
dispersion and the interface gas-liquid on the turbulence behaviour. 
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Chapter 4 
Population Balance Modelling 
In general, fluid flow where the use population balance equation can be used is encountered in 
several engineering disciplines. It is used to study bubbly flow, particle size distribution (PSD) 
of plasma, polymerization etc. As analytical solution of population balance equation are 
available in a very few cases, numerical techniques are essential in most practical applications. 
Such techniques are sought to be accurate and with a relatively low computational cost. There-
are several numerical methods available that satisfy the accuracy requirement. Among them, 
are the Monte Carlo Method [82; 20], the method of classes (CM) [113; 85; 68; 111; 118; 
S3; 20], the quadrature method of moments (QMOM) [107; 108; 33] the direct quadrature 
method of moments (DQMOM) 1105;' 31]. 
4.1 Background 
In the last decade, an increasing number of studies has been made on the modeling of 
bubbly flow using advanced computational fluid dynamics methods (CFD). These studies 
often involved experimental work aimed at identifying the hydrodynamic behaviour, heat and 
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mass transfer, flow regime and mixing behaviour in. these bubble columns. The importance 
of chemical processing technologies involving bubbly reacting (lows brings sustained interest 
in fundamental studies of the hydrodynamics and flow regime for better reactor design and 
operation. Among the important models of the gas-liquid flows in bubble columns [103; 
1; lY; 93; 95; 21], most of these represent the bubbles with a single uniform size (one 
bubble size model). However, recently Buwa and Ranade |133| have shown different dynamic 
characteristics for different bubble sizes. It appears more and more that it is essential to 
represent the dispersed phase taking into account its bubble size distribution and taking in 
consideration the coalescence and break-up processes to model the bubble size evolution. A 
few authors have included a population balance equation to describe the bubbles behaviour. 
For example [120; 4Y; 44; 45]. They solve mass and momentum conservation equations for all 
bubble groups (multi-fluid model). The coalescence and break-up processes are accounted for 
by solving continuity equation for all bubble classes. For some types of bubbly Hows [47; 441 
have assumed equilibrium between the coalescence and break-up processes transforming the 
population balance model to a single equation. However, in bubble columns this assumption 
may be not applicable because of the significant influence of convection. 
Several authors have used different models (multi-fluid model) to calculate coalescence and 
break-up rates and probabilities of bubble collisions [86; 55; 47]. The solution of population 
balance equations for multi-fluid model has been receiving, as a consequence of the interest 
in bubbly flows, increasing attention. The original work of von Smoluschowski was published 
over 92 years ago (1917), it has the following form: 
~di"~2 Yl KikniHk-rij'Y^Kijnj (4.1) 
i+k=j i 
Here, the first right hand term represent the formation of j -mother particles due to binary 
collisions between i and k primary particles. The second term is the birth rate of j-mother 
particles due to aggregation. Since 1971, many solutions were proposed for solving population 
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balance equation. For example [19: 114; 99; 88; 30; 140; 76; 89; 117; 118; 70]. 
Attempts have been made to solve the population balance equation using the so-called 
quadrature method of moments (QMOM) first proposed by McGraw [107]. It has proved an 
efficient and successful technique, for example, for describing aerosol dynamics under condi-
tions that can include new particle formation, evaporation, growth and coagulation. In the 
case of bubble size distribution in bubble columns, the dispersed phase tends to break-up or 
coalesce due to presence of complex fluid mechanical mechanisms present in bubbly flows. 
The break-up occurs according to two mechanisms, the first is when turbulent eddies strike 
the bubble surface with sufficient energy, and the second is the break-up of large bubbles, 
due to their structural instability. The coalescence occurs when two bubbles or more collide 
because of velocity difference and/or because of turbulence. 
There are numerous challenges in modelling dispersed flows because of the exchange of mo-
mentum between particles due to collision, and the changes of particles properties due to 
break-up and aggregation. The problem is carried out on the coupling of PBE to the solution 
of the multiphase fluid mechanics equations, using CFD. An important technical limitation 
of this coupling is the extra computational effort for PBE solution, such as classical meth-
ods (Monte Carlo, sectional arid Classes methods). Therefore, very efficient and accurate 
numerical methods are developed for solving PBE with more computational efficiency . 
The Direct Quadrature Method Of Moments (DQMOM) [32] is one of the most efficient 
methods, it was inspired by the Quadrature Method Of Moments (QMOM) first developed 
by McGraw [107]. The main advantage of DQMOM/QMOM is that few abscissas are nec-
essary to describe the particle size distribution due to quadrature approximation closure. 
In the present work, DQMOM is applied to the PBE-CFD modelling of polydispersed gas-
liquid bubble columns using the OpenFOAM CFD package. Besides the PBE-CFD coupling, 
another challenge on the modelling of multiphase flows is the breakage and coalescence phe-
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noraena. At the present, the current available breakup and aggregation models for gas-liquid 
flows are not completely adequate, For example, a bubble column model must consider sev-
eral phenomena as turbulence, bubble induced turbulence, momentum interface exchange 
forces (drag, lift, virtual mass, gravity,, drift velocity,..), wall viscosity, PBE with breakage 
and aggregation models. In the present work, we focus on the validation of the DQMOM 
with the CM and with experimental data available in the literature. Some preliminary com-
parisons of predicted Sauter mean diameter (r/32), volume mean diameter, and mass transfer 
coefficient (kla) and experimental measurements are included. 
4.2 Definition 
In practical bubbly flow applications, bubbles can break or coalesce due to bubble-bubble 
and bubble-fluid interactions. Under this assumption, a fixed bubble size model might not 
be suitable for predicting correct multiphase flow behaviour in the gas-liquid system. So, 
if breakage and coalescence events produce very different bubble size distribution, it may 
affect the interfacial interactions between the phases as well as heat and mass transfer, or 
momentum i.e. drag and lift forces. As analytical solutions of population balance equation 
are available in very few cases, numerical techniques become essential to resolve this problem. 
There are several numerical methods available in the scientific literature that satisfy the re-
quired precision. Among them are the Monte Carlo Method (Smithl998b. Ra,mkrishna2000), 
the Method of Classes [117; 118; 83], the Quadrature Method of Moments [107; 33], the Di-
rect Quadrature Method of Moments Rong et al. [48]. 
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4.3 Population Balance Equation solution methods 
Analytical solution of population balance equation are available in a very few cases (see for 
example [37|), then the numerical solutions are essential in most practical applications. Such 
techniques are sought to be accurate and with a relatively low computational cost. The most 
commonly technique used to solve PBE is the Method of Classes (CM) which require 12-15 
classes to achieve a good accuracy Vaiini [83]. Using only few nodes (2-4) for the QMOM 
and DQMOM reach comparable accuracy with the CMs. 
The first attempt to couple CPD and PBE was the MUSIC (MUlti-Size Group) model used 
by Lo [120]. It is based on a two-fluid model formulation where the secondary phase accounts 
for all classes of the bubble size distribution. The limitation of the MUSIG model stems form 
its incapability to predict the dynamics of different classes. Kumar and Ramkrishna (1996) 
used a fixed pivot approach to discretize the PBE in the domain. This technique is known 
as the method of classes (CM) and is today the most commonly used technique for solving 
PBE. 
McGraw [107] introduced into CFD the concept of moments to solve the population balance. 
The method of moments (MOM) is a powerful approach for "describing, for example, aerosol 
dynamics under conditions that can include new particles formation, evaporation, nucleation 
and growth, condensation, coagulation and complex mixing flows [107; 46; 84|. 
Marchisio et al. [33] introduced a new efficient numerical technique to solve PBE, the quadra-
ture method of moments (QMOM), which was developed by McGraw [107[. Furthermore, 
Marchisio et al. [311 have developed an original technique, the direct quadrature method 
of moments (DQMOM), which is particularly suited for CFD applications. A review of 
population balance methods applicable to CFD can be found in Jakobsen et al. |58|. 
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4.3.1 M e t h o d of Classes "CM" 
By definition, the population balance equation (PBE) is'the conservation equation of the 
number n?; of the bubbles (per unit volume) of size i. Luo and Svendsen [551 was the first 
to use computational fluid dynamics methods coupled with the population balance model. 
In the literature, there are several numerical methods for solving PBrE using CM technique. 
In this study, the fixed pivot approach of Rainkrishna and Kumar [20; 117; 118] is used 
which assumes that the population of bubbles is distributed on pivotal grid points x-,. with 
x,+i = sx-i and s > 1. The main advantage of CM is that bubble size distribution is explicitly 
known. 
Population balance using CM 
In order to solve the PBE coupled to the full flow problem, the CM method with bubble 
classes is implemented in the OpenFOAM CFD code. The Population Balance Equation for 
the i th bubble class can be written for constant density (Chen et al. [95; 96|) as: 
8 
-jl(Pdni) + V • (p(;Ud,jn,:) = paSi (4.2) 
Where m is the number density of class i, Si represent the term source due to the bubbles 
coalescence and break-up given by: 
Si = (B?Ml - Df"1) + (B?'eak - Dlrak) (4.3) 
Here, Bf""' and D«'al are the birth and death rates due to coalescence. B^reak and D\niak 
are the birth and death rates due to bubbles break-up. 
The number density n* is related to the individual bubble volume through the gas volume 
fraction as follows: 
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Vi and ai are respectively the volume and gas volume fraction of class i. The sum of the 
bubble group volume fractions is indeed the volume fraction of the dispersed phase: 
Y^ai =ad (4-5) 
Each individual size group volume fraction is then expressed in terms of the total dispersed 
phase fraction as follows: 
Oi 
with 
h = — (4.6) 
ad 
£ / i = l (4-7) 
fi is the bubble volume fraction of group of size i. Si is the source term due to coalescence and 
break-up. Several bubble coalescence and break-up models have already been implemented 
in the CFD package OpenFOAM for bubbly flows. 
Eqn. (4.2) can be rewritten using the scalar /; and the Eqn. (4.3) 
^(adPdfi) + V • (adPdVdft) = pmilBT1 ~ Df^\ + {Bfraak - D^«k}) (4.8) 
It is important to note the important difference between Eqn. (4.2) and Eqn. (4.8). In the 
•Eqn. (4.2). the individual bubble velocity is used. On the other hand, in the Eqn. (4.8), 
the same gas velocity is used for all bubble sizes. For practical reasons, Eqn. (4.8) is often 
preferred. This is mainly justified because the global computational effort; is lower than when 
using the second approach (see Eqn. (4.2)). In this work, the population balance equation 
chosen has the form of a transport equation of a scalar variable /,; and is solved using the 
CFD tools OpenFOAM. The interfacial exchange forces coupling is done via the Sauter mean 
diameter (rfe)-
Li(/»M) 
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The Sauter mean diameter is a common measure in fluid dynamics as a way to estimate the 
average particle size. Tt was originally developed by German scientist, J. Sauter in the late 
1920s. It is defined as the diameter of a sphere that has the same volume/surface area ratio 
as a particle of interest. Sauter mean diameter is especially important in calculations where 
the active surface area is important. Such areas include bubbles dispersion, catalysis and 
applications in fuel combustion. 
Discretization of PBE by the method of classes (CM) 
As mentioned above, to diseretize the PBE in the domain, the fixed pivot approach of Kumar 
and Ramkrishna (1996) is used. This technique is known as the Class Method (CM) and is 
today the most commonly used technique for solving PBE. The CM assumes that population 
bubbles is distributed on pivoted grid points xi where-Xj+i = sx-i and s > 1. Bubble break-
up and coalescence may generate new bubbles with volume v such that x-t < v < o-'j+i. 
This bubble must be split by assigning respectively fraction 7$ and 7;+i to x-i and avi i- In 
this method, the number density (zeroth moment) and mass conservation (first moment) are 
preserved by prescribing the following two constraints Kerdouss et al. [451: 
JiXi + Ji+lXi+l =V 
li + 7i+i = 1 
(4.10) 
Following Kumar and Ramkrishna [117], the terms of birth rates B"'"J due to coalescence 
(Erin.4.3) is given by: 
A.:=0j=0 
0(.Ti_l < Xj + Xk < Xi) X (1 - -5jk) 
k=0;j=k 
B(xi < x,j + xk < xi+i) x (1 - -Sjk 
x
 (li~i(xj +Xk)a(xk,xj)njnk) 
x
 {7i{%j +Xk)a(xk,Xj)njnk) 
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where 9 is a test function defined, as 
0 test is false 
O(test) = i (4.11) 
I 1 test is true 
Ti-l(t ' ) = ; li{v) = : 
Xi ~~ X j _ i Xi+i - Xj, 
The death rates D"'al in class i due to coalescence 
Dral=niJ2a(xt,xk)nk (4.12) 
A:=0 
The birth rate Bf'cak in class i due to breakup 
B?eak = ^m(xk)b(xk)nkniJt (4.13) 
The death rate Df'(:ak in class i due to breakup 
D<r<'»=b(xi)m (4.14) 
where 
Ki,k= I -—'J—--p(v,vk)dv+ / — p{v,vk)dv (4.15) 
t .X,; - ;);.,;_!, J ^ Xi+i - Xi 
The above integrals are approximated by the Gaussian quadrature integration as follows: 
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Table 4,1: Values of weighting function used in Gaussian quadrature integration 
Wi 
/35+2x/70 
V 63 
W2 
/?>5 - 2v/70 
V 63 
W3 
0.0 
Wi. = ~W2 
/.35 - 2V70 
" V 63 
W5 = -Wx 
/35 + 2V 
- V 83 
/TO 
, ^ (1 + W,j)\l - W:j) jxi+l -~ xiu , „ , , \ 
+E ^ ^ ( ^ ( - i - t 1 + *;>-x»**) (4-lb) 
/?„ is a Legendre polynomial vvliich can be constructed using the three term recurrence 
relation: 
p H = ( 2 " - l W - i - ( n - l ) P B - 2 . Po = 1. p x ^ x ( 4 1 7 ) 
Wj is the weighting function related to the orthogonal polynomials; in this case as shown in 
Table4.1. j = 5 this number gives good accuracy. 
4.3.2 M e t h o d Of M o m e n t s "MOM" 
The method of moments solves the problem by tracking the time evolution of the first lower-
order of moments. These lower-order moments are often sufficient to describe the physical 
properties of particles (e.g size distribution) [107; 46; 84|. Generally, the kth moments of 
particles (or bubbles) size distribution is defined as: 
m<fc> = j Lkf(L)dL (4.18) 
where f(L) is the distribution function for the number density of particles of size L. k is the 
moment-order. The key of the MOM is that the lower-order moments (generally the first 6 
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moment-order) can be tracked directly without requiring additional knowledge of the initial 
distribution. This method has been losing interest because the closure requirements are very 
severe and depends upon the choice of the first lower-order of moments. 
4.3.3 Quadrature Method Of Moments "QMOM" 
The QMOM is a more recent approach of the MON introduced by McGraw (1.997) for solving 
population balance equation. In this method, the moments of the number density function / 
are tracked in time directly, and the analytic closure of MOM is replaced by an approximate 
closure condition which is a numerical quadrature (e.g Gauss, Laguerre, Lagrange,...) and 
therefore is called quadrature method of moments. Still, the QMOM is based on the idea of 
solving the population balance equation in terms of the moments which is defined as follows 
[321: 
/>+oo 
m(k)(t) = / n(£;t)Skd£ (4.19) 
JO 
where £ and n(£; t) are respectively a single internal coordinate and a number density function 
(NDF). Some of the moments of the NDF have specific physical, meanings, for example the 
zeroth moment represents the total number particles per unit volume. The second and third 
moments are respectively related to the total particles surface area and total particles volume 
through the following relationship: 
Atotd = kAm{2) (4.20) 
Vtotai = kymW (4.21) 
where k,\ and ky are the surface and volume shape factors. We can also define directly from 
the moments different particles properties, for example the Sauter mean diameter c/32 and 
the volume mean diameter <i.« as follows: 
d32 = m<3)/m<2) (4.22) 
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and 
d43 = m<4)/m(3) (4.23) 
Now, if we applied the moment transform to PBE, the following equation is obtained: 
^ + V.(U( f cW f c)) = S « (4.24) 
where S^ is the source term of moment of order k and U'i:^ is the kth moment velocity 
u(fc) = ZtUuiLJwiL* k = 0,...,2N-l (4.25) 
defined as: 
The focus of the QMOM is to approximate the integral equation Eqn. (4.19) by means of 
n-point Gaussian quadrature as follows: 
/•••t-oo '" 
m( fe)(0 - / n(€; t ) ^ « V ) £<(*)*«*(*) (4.26) 
•
7
° z=i 
where iV is the node of quadrature approximation (in general 3 nodes gives good results). 
Li(t) and '«;,(£) are the abscissas and weights of the quadrature. However, the direct solution 
of Eqn. (4.26) is not recommended and requires a costly nonlinear search. A better approach 
is to use the moment sequence to construct a tridiagonal Jacobi matrix from which the 
quadrature abscissas and weights can be obtained using product-difference; algorithm (PDA). 
This algorithm is described in appendix A. 
4.3.4 Direct Quadrature Method of Moments "DQMOM" 
The DQMOM method is based on the direct solution of the transport equations for weights 
and abscissas of the quadrature approximation Rong et, al. [48]. The advantage of this 
method is that it is directly applicable to the PBE with more than one internal coordinate. 
Thus, the DQMOM offers a good approach for describing bubble size distribution undergoing 
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break-up and coalescence processes in the context of CFD-bubble flow modeling. Since.this 
method has been described extensively by many authors recently, the discussion is limited 
here to a brief review of the equations. The transport equations for calculating the weights 
and abscissas are written as: 
—Wi + V.(U'U.',;) = a,; 
f (4.27) 
- ^ + V.(UL<) = IH 
where a,; and 6; are found by the solution of the following linear system in the unknowns a^  
and b{ [7|: 
N 
Y, [(1 - k)L\a% + kLt-%] = S ' w k = 0, . . , 2JV - 1 (4.28) 
»=i 
This system is numerically solved using the Gauss-Seidel method. The source term S'(fc' is 
defined as follows: 
S(fc) = (*£L - D&) + (B^ak - D « J (4.29) 
where S,,w'/ a r 'd 'Dc"oai a r e ^ ' e ^"' bii'th and death rates due to coalescence, and B^.'f.ak and 
Dfo.
 k are the kth birth and death rates due to break-up of bubbles and its formulation are 
Ronget al .[48]: 
BZ = \ f : t ^ ^ + ^ k/% (4.30) 
•N iV 
*£!«* = £*|fc)<tf* (4-32) 
^!t*=X>^< ' .(4-33) 
2 = 1 
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where ptj = 0(Li: Lj), «* = a(Lt), and bf) = J£° Lkb{L/Li)dL. 
The above integrals of the daughter distribution function b;' is approximated as: 
(m + n)KlA 
where rn and n represent the mass ratios between the two bubble breakage. For example, if 
m = 1 and n = 1, the two fragments have the same volume and thus, symmetric breakage 
is considered. In the present work, a symmetric breakage is considered (m = n = 1) and if 
we applied Eqn. (4.34) the following relation is obtained: 
6|fc) « 2(3"fc)/3Lf (4.35) 
Here Lj denotes the characteristic length of the bubble and it is taken to be equivalent to 
the bubble diameter of class i. The breakage kernel a(L.j) can be formulated by using the 
Eqn. (5.4) addressed in the next section. 
In the present study, the direct quadrature method of moments is adopted, mainly because 
it is a, computationally attractive and accurate alternative. It is based on the idea of directly 
tracking the weights and abscissas of the quadrature approximation rather than resorting on 
the product algorithm PDA used in the simple quadrature method of moments. 
4.4 Closure 
We have described the basis of population balance equation modelling adopted in this study. 
First, a background of population balance modelling was presented, followed by a short defi-
nition of number density function. Next, some numerical solution procedures were discussed. 
We note here that the source terms of coalescence and breakage have been included in the 
population balance equation as additives. Concerning the breakage phenomena, it has often 
been described by combining the collision frequency between the bubbles and the turbulent 
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eddies and the probability at which the collision leads to the breakage. Common assump-
tions of breakage models are that the turbulence is isotropic, and particles can break due 
to collisions with smaller or equal-sized eddies with enough energy. Hence, the coalescence 
term is generally described by combining the frequency of bubble-bubble collisions and the 
efficiency of coalescence. In many studies and also here, turbulence is considered as the dom-
inant mechanism for the collisions (Coulaloglou and Tavlarides fl5|, Tsouris and Tavlarides 
[14], Venneker et al. [8]). Coalescence efficiency has commonly been described as the film 
drainage process between the collided bubbles (Fig. 5.2). . 
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Chapter 5 
Bubble coalescence and break-up 
models 
Bubble coalescence and break-up phenomena have attracted considerable attention in the last 
decades in reactor design and operations, aerated beds in bubble column, stirred tank reac-
tors and, bioreactors, mainly because gas-liquid contact area is one of the key parameters in 
ma,ss transfer. When bubbles coalesce or break-up the contact area change and mass transfer 
decreases and/or increase. Bubble size distribution is a result of bubble formation, bubble 
coalescence and break-up due to the turbulence, gas-liquid velocities difference and the insta-
bility of the large bubbles. For these reasons it is important to predict bubble coalescence and, 
breakage in order to prevent low yields in reactors and to increase the efficiency of chemical 
process and, allow us a better choice of multiple design. 
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5.1 Bubble break-up models 
In the present section, we describe the bubble break-up functions. Break-up tends to occur 
when shear forces in the liquid are large enough to overcome the surface tension of the 
bubbles (Fig. 5.1). In this work, the model of Luo and Svendsen |55| is adopted. Breakup 
of bubbles in a turbulent flow occurs when turbulent eddies, with an energy higher than 
%
 the bubble surface energy hit the bubble surface. For bubble breakup to occur, the sizes 
of the bombarding eddies have to be smaller than or equal to the bubble size. The model 
assumes that breakup is binary and that the turbulent breakup mechanism can be modelled 
as the product of breakup probability due to the energy contained in eddies and a collision 
frequency between bubbles and turbulent eddies. 
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Eddy with 
energy E 
(a) 
Low surface energy 
increase, most likely 
o 
o 
High surface energy 
increase, less likely 
Turbulent stress acting 
between two points, 
T, (d) oc pfi(ed)yi 
Surface restoring 
pressure xs(d0) <* <r/dg 
If T, (dj) > rs(d0) & T, (d2) > xs(d0) 
The breakup probabilityoc[xl(dJ)-xj(d0)][xr(d2)-xs(d0) 
Equal-sized breakup most likely 
(b) 
Figure 5.1: Bubble breakup illustration (a) Luo and Svendsen [55], (b) Martinez-Bazan et 
al. [121 
5.1.1 Break-up model by Luo and Svendson (1996) 
The bubble break-up can be related to the influence of small turbulent eddies on the 
bubble surface [123; 55; 47|. The model of Luo and Svendsen |55| has served as a basis for 
many of the studies published after 1996. It is derived from theories of isotropic turbulence. 
We use the break-up model of Luo and Svendsen [55] which is based on the idea that break-
up occurs when the eddy of higher energy hits the bubble surface. Hence, the break-up 
frequency is related to the frequency of collision of small eddies with the bubble and is given 
by Bhole et al. [90|: 
SlB{vi:vj) = 0.Q23aLNi 
1/3 ,1 ( 1 + C ) 2 
'
 v
 Exv 
£11/3 LP i) L 2PLeWd]'\W dC (5.1) 
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The Eqn. (5.1) gives the break-up frequency for the breakage of bubble of volume i into a 
bubble of volume j . The increase energy in the surface area is given by: 
cf = i f + (1 - / B V ) 2 / 3 - 1 (5-2) 
where JBV = Vj/vi and Q is the dimensionless eddy size (the ratio of eddy size to the bubble 
size). The minimum eddy size can be calculated from Cmin = 11-4Q with Q, = ( —) 
t 
which is the Kolmogoroff iriicro scale. In this model no probability density is needed and 
the break-up rate function can be calculated by using incomplete gamma functions in the 
following form ([45; 102|): 
i}B{v
*' ^  = - n ° ' ^ " ^ / j ( ^ ) 1 / 3 ( r ( 8 / 1 1 ' t " t ) - r(8/11'fo) (5-3) 
+263/11(r(5/ii,tm)r(5/n,6)) + b6'n(r(2/n,tm) - r(2/n,6))) 
where 
12c, 
and 
2 P i 6 2 / 3 ^ / 
(5.4) 
tm = 6(Cmin/dj)-U/3 (5.5) 
At high Reynolds number, terms with tm in the incomplete Gamma function are taken equal 
to zero as tm cz oo Chen et al. [94]. 
5.1.2 Break-up model by Wu et al. (1998) 
Following Wu et al. [100], an expression inspired from the kinetic theory of gases can be 
written for bubble break-up rate when We > Wec,-it- In this model, a single distribution 
function of particle sizes is assumed, thus only a single scalar transport equation is required 
for the overall number density distribution. This model, using a single local bubble size, does 
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not address the full complexity of such a complex process, where a local size distribution 
obviously exists. The predictions of this model include the distribution of bubble sizes n, 
based on the mechanisms for break-up described in this section and the coalescence described 
later, is related to the gas holdup a,i and the average bubble size d by: 
a
'i • ir r\ 
n=(#? (5'b) 
From the values of n at each cell in the grid mesh, the local average bubble size d can be 
calculated and so is the drag coefficient Co- The conservation equation of bubble number 
density can be written as (Lane et al , 2002; Wu et a l , 1998): 
d —> 
-Q-A^dPan) + V • (adpdUj) = pdShr - Sco) (5.7) 
Sbr and Sco are respectively the rates of bubble breakage and coalescence. Turbulence is 
the primary mechanism responsible for break-up and only the small eddies can break the 
bubbles, while the large ones transport the bubbles. The bubble break-up rate is considered 
to" depend on the frequency of collisions between bubbles and eddies and can occurs only 
when the Weber number We exceeds a critical value {WCrit = 1-2)- The Weber number is 
given by: 
^ (5.8) 
(T 
where ut is the turbulent velocity of eddies, and is given by: 
ut = 1.4(ed)V3 (5.9) 
Following Wu et al. (1998) an expression inspired from the kinetic theory can be written for 
bubble break-up rate when We > Wecru-
Sbr = CbrTl' 
-^r{l-^Ve-) ExP[-^Ve-) (5-10) 
C'i„. is an adjustable model parameter that has to be evaluated by calibration with experi-
mental data , it is set to 0.02. 
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5.1.3 Break-up model by Mart incz-Bazan et al. (1999) 
As an other option, the considered phenonienological model (see Fig. (5.1)-(b)) for bubble 
breakup frequency proposed by Martmez-Bazan et al. 112; 13| is illustrated in this section. 
This model is based on the turbulence stress and surface tension and was validated with 
experimental data. According to this model: 
a l M «• / . ^ K : ) 2 / 3 ~ 12a/(pcd,) , . „ . 
nB(e, di) = Kgmd (5.11) 
where the constant B = 8.2 was given by Batchelor [51|, and Kg = 0.25 was found experi-
mentally by Martmez-Bazan et al. [12]. 
5.1.4 Break-up model by Lehr (2001) 
An alternative model of Lehr and Mewes [47| was developed for breakage phenomena. It is 
tested as an alternative to the previously presented models. Both the model of Lehr and 
Mewes [47] and model of Chen et al. [95] have been shown to predict bubble size distribution 
function successfully in bubbly flows. 
In Lehr's model the breakage frequencies are calculated as: 
I r5/3 7/5 19/13 , r3,6/5 9/5 \ 
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5.2 Bubble coalescence models 
The coalescence phenomena occurs when bubble collide with each other in a turbulent envi-
ronment (Fig. 5.2). There are various mechanisms of bubble coalescence. Prince and Blanch 
|86] have considered three mechanisms of bubble collision: Bubble can collide due to the 
random motion in a turbulent flow, due to the different rise velocity, and due to the mean 
shear in the flow field Bhole el al. |90|. 
Mathematically, the coalescence rates Oc (m'3.s x)'is usually written as the product of col-
lision rate Oij (m3.s~1) and coalescence efficiency Pc (or some times applied probability as 
defined by Hagesather et al. [75]) The figure 5.2 show the coalescence model of Prince and 
Blanch [86|. This model is based on the drainage between deforming drops with immobile 
surfaces and the initial film thickness and the critical film thickness are assumed constant. 
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Liquid drainage yf* 
Rebound 
Rupture 
Coalescence 
Figure 5.2: Bubble coalescence in turbulent flow 
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5.2.1 Coalescence model by Prince and Blanch (1990) 
Prince and Blanch [86] proposed a collision frequency model based on on the summation of 
the turbulent collision rate, buoyancy-driven collision rate and laminar shear collision rate. 
Onlv the turbulent collision rate is considered here: 
9ij = 0.0897r(dj + djfe^id}'3 + tfp)172 (5.13) 
?or the collision efficiency Pc, Prince and Blanch [86j suggested: 
Pc(di,dj) = exp -far)
 e/blTf 
dl 
where dij is the equivalent diameter defined as 
dij = . 1 /1 1 
2 V dk dj 
- l 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
In this model, dL and dj are the diameter of bubbles of class i and j . ho and hf are the 
initial and final (critical) film thickness between coalescing bubbles. 
Another expression for the coalescence efficiency was given by Chesters et al. [6] as follows: 
Pc(di,dj) = exp We 
1/2-
We Pc(f-dij)
2/3dij 
2a (5.16) 
A third alternative expression of collision efficiency was proposed by Luo et al. |54| 
P<-.(di,dj) = exp [0.75(1 + $ ) ( 1 + $ ) F
2
 1 /2 
' W / > c +0 .5 )V2(1+^ . ) 3 't?j . 
(5.17) 
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where WetJ = Pcd^y/a; ^ = di/dy, ui3 = (w? + u])W = u,:(l +Q2/3); u4 = pV2(fdi)1/2. 
Here ,i3 is a constant set to 2.05. 
5.2.2 Coalescence' model by Luo and Svendson (1996) 
As described in the latest section, the coalescence rates ilc(vi,Vj) = @ijPc and hi this model 
the collision rate of bubble per unit volume is obtained by Safl'man and Turner |97| as follows: 
*iJ = m t ^ + dif^i^ + d)l*)W (5.18) 
1
 J 
where dj and dj are the diameter of bubbles of class i and j with their number density n, 
and rij respectively. 
In the present study, the coalescence probability Pc is expressed as follows Hagesather et al. 
[75]: 
p , , n „ / ri [0-75(1 + $ • ) ( ! + $ ) ] 1 / 2 , T , i ^ , r i 0 , 
where We,j = puku\yla\ &.,• = di/dy Uy = (uf + uf)11'2; m, = /?1/2(erfi)- The constant C is 
set to 0.5 in this model. 
5.2.3 Coalescence model by Wu et al. (1998) 
Coalescence depends essentially on turbulent fluctuations and to a lesser degree on variation 
in rise velocity of different size bubbles and velocity gradients. These mechanisms force 
nearby bubbles to approach each other and leads to collisions. In this model, the coalescence 
is considered to occur in the case of binary collisions between two bubbles of classes i and j 
and the expression of coalescence rate is given by Wu et al. [100|: 
ilc{vi, vj) = Cco7kJ2(ed:)1/sn2 ^ (5.20) 
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Cco is an adjustable model parameter set to 0.03. r\m is the collision, efficiency set to unit in 
this model. 
5.2.4 Coalescence model by Lehr (2001) 
In this model, collisions arising from turbulent fluctuations and from the difference in rise 
velocities of bubbles of different size are considered. For the first case the characteristic 
velocity is assumed to be the turbulent eddy velocity of the length scale of the bubbles. 
Smaller eddies do not contain sufficient energy to significantly affect bubble motion, while 
eddies much larger than the bubble size transport groups of bubbles. For the second case 
the characteristic velocity corresponds to the difference in rise velocities U of the bubbles. 
The characteristic velocity is expressed as 
u = max(\/2{y/d^he)^3, |Ui - U2|) (5.21) 
The coalescence efficiency depends on the size of the bubbles and on the velocity of approach. 
Experiments (Doubliez [35; 38] with single bubbles show that small bubbles and small ap-
proach velocities lead to a higher coalescence efficiency. Thus for two colliding bubbles with 
given diameters the coalescence efficiency depends on the relative velocity of approach. This 
velocity depends on the angle under which the two bubbles collide. The relative probability 
is assumed to be equal for all steradians. Hence the coalescence probability is given by 
P c(di ,dj) = m a . T ( ^ , l ) (5.22) 
As reported by Duineveld [38] the conditions for coalescence to occur can be expressed with 
the help of a critical Weber number Wecru 
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We<Wemt with We = <)lU^de« (5.23) 
where deq represents the equivalent diameter 
deq = 2 
<k dj (5.24) 
and M,.C( is the relative velocity of approach perpendicular to the plane of contact. Thus for 
the critical velocity used in Eqn. (5.22) 
/ Wel:rita Ucrit = \ j (5.25) 
V Pcdeq 
From the experimental results of Doubliez [35] and Duineveld [38] Wecru = 0.06 is obtained 
for pure liquids (as water in this study). 
5.3 Closure 
This chapter described the most popular bubble break-up and coalescence models. First, the 
governing equations of break-up and coalescence models were expressed and outlined. In this 
study the model of Luo and Svendsen [55], both for breakage and coalescence phenomena, is 
implemented in the CFD package OpenFOAM because this model can be used to determine 
the breakage frequency of bubbles of size aj to the smaller ones in the form of Eqn. (5.1). 
In the other hand, also in this model, the individual size group volume fraction / ; and fj are 
considered and included in the calculation of the collision rate term 9ij(vi,Vj). The model 
of Luo and Svendsen [55] gives a good results in conparison with experimental measurement 
(see Bannari et al. |102]). 
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Chapter 6 
Computational Methodology 
6.1 Definition 
Any numerical modelling consists of a model and a solution procedure. A model is a math-
ematical set of equations representing a physical and/or chemical process to be predicted. 
The solution procedure gives us the details about how to obtain an approximate solution to 
the model equations using a discrete, form, of the mathematical formulation. The dynamic 
behaviour of many multiphase flows in industrial applications are adequately modelled using 
Navier-Stokes equations. Heat and mass transfer as well as chemical reactions and phase 
changes are not considered in this study. 
6.2 Spatial discretization 
Domain discretization, the mathematical technique used to transform the model written 
as a set of coupled non-linear partial differential equations into a set of discrete algebraic 
i 
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equations, can be subdivided into spatial discretization and temporal discretization. Spatial 
discretization defines flic solution domain as a collection of well defined sub-volumes that 
fill and bound a region of space. Each of these control volumes (CV) encapsulates a compu-
tational point P at its centroid. The typical CV, an example of which is displayed in Fig. 
(6.1), is bounded by a set of convex .faces of arbitrary shape resulting in polyhedral cells 
and an arbitrary unstructured mesh. In Fig. (6.1) d is the vector connecting adjacent cell 
centres P and N, and A is the face normal area vector for the common face between the 
cells. While all main dependent variables u, p,...etc. are defined at the cell centroid P and 
some derived properties may be defined at the cell face, f Jasak [64|. 
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Figure 6.1: Control volume for finite volume discretization 
The entire discretization procedure for each partial differential equation (PDE) on term by 
term is as follows: 
d_ 
It 
I <f>dV + f V • (mf>)dV ~~ f V • (V,pVcl>)dV = f S^dV 
JV JV JV JV 
(6.1) 
Where the first term on the left hand side represents the temporal derivative, the second is 
the convection and the third term is the diffusion. The source term is written in the right 
hand side of the equation. 
Here <j> is the transported quantity, i.e. velocity, volume fraction or mass, and Y is the 
diffusion coefficient. To represent this term with acceptable accuracy, the order of the dis-
cretization must be equal to or higher than the equation to be discretized. To conform 
to this rule, temporal discretization must also be second order. As a consequence of this 
requirement, all dependent variables are assumed to vary linearly around the point P and 
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time t, so that: 
</>{x) = (ftp + (x - XP)(V<J))P (6.2) 
4>(t + At) = 4>t + At(j£) (6.3) 
Each of the terms in Eqn. (6.1) will now be treated separately, starting with the spatial 
functions. Gauss theorem will be used throughout to reduce many of the volume integrals 
to their surface equivalents e.g. 
/ VcpdV = I cftdA 
JdV .IDA. 
(6.4) 
Several volume and surface integrals now need to be evaluated over the control volume to 
second order. Taking into account the variation of (ft and x around P in Eqn. (6.2) it follows 
that Jasak |64|: 
0{x)dV = cftpVp (6.5) / 
JVf IV, 
where Vp is the cell volume. Recalling that all the cell faces are convex and using similar 
assumptions as above, integration of the divergence operator over the cell surface produces: 
/ V<pdV = I (ftdA = Y\ ( f <>')dA) =Y)Af <h (6-6) 
JVp JdVp f\Jf J j 
Where cftj is the cell face-average value of (ft over the face a,nd Af is the cell face area vector. 
6.2.1 Convect ion term 
The discretization of the convection term can be obtained using Eqn. (6.6) to produce: '. 
JVp
 f f f 
where F is the volume flux through the face defined as: 
F = A-uf (6.8 
The flux, F depends on the face value of 71/. This can be calculated in a similar fashion to 
4>f described below, witli the caveat that the velocity field from which the fluxes are derived 
must be such that finite volume FV continuity equation is obeyed, i.e.: 
Since linear variation of the dependent variable is assumed, the face centred value can be 
found from a simple interpolation between the cell values at P and N (where N indicates 
the neighbouring cell, see Fig. 6.2): 
0f = MP + (1 - fx)<t>N (6.10) 
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Figure 6.2: Face interpolation 
Here the interpolation factor. fx, is defined as the ratio of the distances FN and PN i.e: 
(6.H) Jx
 PN 
The practise is commonly known as Central Differencing (CD) and has been shown to be 
second order accurate even on unstructured meshes Emery [41]. The CD scheme has some 
drawbacks however, chief among which is its tendency to produce unphysical oscillations 
in the solution when the convection term strongly dominates the rest of the system. This 
is typically a product of unboundedness and can create particular problems in a coupled 
system like the Navier-Stokes equation. Boundedness in this context refers to the solution at 
a particular computational point being bounded by the solution values at surrounding points 
which influence it. For increasing convection dominance the solution will become increasingly 
non-physical and may diverge. This problem can be alleviated without impacting the formal 
order of the scheme by applying a higher order filter in the form of a fourth order dissipation 
term Hinze [71]. As has been mentioned previously however, higher than second order 
schemes are cumbersome to implement on a unstructured mesh. In addition, the fourth 
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order derivative may become very large due to discontinuous phenomena and itself become 
a source of instability Jasak |64|. 
An alternative discretization that improves stability and boundedness, is Upwind 
Differencing (UD). In the scheme's first order variant the face value of 4> is determined 
according to the direction of the flux: 
I"1 " (6.12) 
{</>/= </>N • F<0 
Unfortunately, even second order variations of UD like linear upwind Warming and Beam 
[109| tend to introduce numerical diffusion into the system. This is particularly problematic 
with LES (Large Eddy Simulation) since the contribution of the modeled turbulent diffusiv-
ity is typically very small, so that even modest false diffusion can produce large inaccuracies. 
6.2.2 Diffusion term 
Using a similar approach as above, the diffusion term in Ecm. (6.6) can be discretized as 
follows: 
f v • (700)dv = X > • (y<ft>h = X > * ) / A • W ) / (6-13) 
JvP f f 
where (7^)/ can be found from Eqn.. (6.10). If the mesh is orthogonal, i.e. the vectors d 
and A in Fig. (6.1) are parallel, the face gradient of <p term can be expressed as follows: 
A - W ^ A I ^ ^ (6.14) 
This employs a compact computational molecule and is more accurate than simply interpo-
lating the cell centred gradients, 
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where 
/ 
and the tilde signifies the interpolated gradient quantity. Although both methods are second 
order accurate, Eqn. (6.15) uses a larger computational molecule and has a larger truncation 
error than the first method lssa |110|. 
If the mesh is not orthogonal, as is often the case, Eqn. (6.14) is no longer second order 
accurate and needs to be supplemented as follows: 
A • (Vr% = \Ad\4'N^'PP + AA = (V0)7 (6.17) 
where the vector Afj represents the component parallel to d and A A is the remainder that 
must, satisfy the equality (see Fig. (6.3)) 
A = A(( + A A (6.18) 
In the Eqn. (G.17) the first term on the right hand side represents the orthogonal term and 
the second is the non-orthogonal term. 
There is some scope for variability of the component vectors Aci and Ag within the con-
straints of Eqn. (6.18). Several such configurations are explored by Jasak [64| with the 
conclusion that the approach known as 'over-relaxed' is the most robust, convergent and 
computationally efficient. In the 'over-relaxed' approach the orthogonal vector component 
is calculated from, 
This approach increases the importance of the term in d>p and 4>N with increased non-
orthogonality, as shown by the face area decomposition in Fig. (6.3). 
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Figure 6.3: Decomposition of the face area vector due to non-orthogonality using the 'over-
relaxed' approach. 
6.2.3 Source terms 
All terms of a transport equation that cannot be written as convection, diffusion or temporal 
contributions are here loosely classified as source terms. Source terms typically consist of a 
general function of 4> a n f l other variables, that need to be linearized to be incorporated in 
the solution matrix: 
S44>) = Sc + SPcf> (6.20) 
where Sc and Sp can also depend on <j>. Following the mid-point rule' from Eqn. (6.5) the 
volume integral is calculated from, 
L S^dV = SCVP + SPVp<t>p (6.21) 
6.3 Time discretization 
Next we consider the temporal derivative and integration of the generalized transport equa-
tion (6.1) in time. The integral relation for the generic transport equation can be written 
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as, 
/ ' ^- I <!>dV+ f V-(U<f>)dV- I V-(Td>V(l>)dv dt = I I' S^l>)dV dt (6.22) 
Jt [w Jv Jv Jv J Jt Uv J 
Using equations (6.6), (6.13). (6.21) and (6.22) can be rewritten as: 
/, ( ^ J ^ + E ^ Z - E ^ / ^ - W ) / dt= J [SeVp + SpVpMdt (6.23) 
6.3.1 Time Centered Crank-Nicholson 
Keeping in mind the assumed variation of 4> with t Eqn. (6.3), the temporal derivative and 
time integral can be calculated directly as follows: 
dt 
and 
/ 
t+At 
4>P - 4>nfl 
At 
1 
(6.24) 
Jt 
,m 1 
(f>{t)dt = ^((f>n-1+4>n)At (6.25) 
where ft" = <p(t + At) and (j)n 1 = <f>(t) represent the value of the dependent variable at 
the new and previous times respectively. Eqn. (6.24) provides the temporal derivative at 
a centered time between times n — 1 and n. Combining equations (6.23), (6.24) and (6.25) 
produces: 
1 
At F 2 
1 
+
 2 
/ / J 
n-1 
E^/-E( r*VA-(v0)j 
L
 / / 
i([SCVP + SPVPM" - [SCVP + SPVp<t>p]n-*\ (6.26) 
This form of temporal discretization is called the Crank-Nicholson method. It is second 
order accurate in time and requires the face and cell-centred values of <p and V<p along 
it 
with the convective and diffusive fluxes for both the current and new time levels. The 
Crank-Nicholson scheme requires inner-iterations during each time step and coupled with 
the memory overhead due to the large number of stored variables, this means the scheme 
is expensive compared to the Backward Differencing scheme described below. In previous 
work of Jasak [64], the new value of ©p was determined and the Eqn. (6.26) produces an 
algebraic equation: 
ap<l>P + 5Z°w#v-. = RP (6.27) 
s 
For every control volume, one equation of this form is assembled. The value of 4>p depends 
on the values in the neighbouring cells, thus creating a system of algebraic equations: 
[A] [r/>] = [R] (6.28) 
where [A] is a sparse matrix, with coefficients ap on the diagonal and aj\- off the diagonal, 
[<f)} is the vector of (p — s for all control volumes and [R] is the source term vector. 
When this system is solved, it gives a new set of </> values which is the solution for the 
new time-step. The coefficient ap in Eqn. (6.27) includes the Contribution from all terms 
corresponding to <pp: The temporal derivative, convection and diffusion terms as well as the 
linear part of the source term.The coefficient a JV. include the corresponding terms for each 
of the neighbouring points. 
It has been customary to neglect the variation of the face values of 4> and A<p in time 
(Patankar fl28|). This leads to several methods of temporal discretization. The new form of 
the discretized transport equation combines the old and new time-level convection, diffusion 
and source terms, leaving the temporal derivative unchanged Jasak [64]: 
<pP-4pVp + j2 F(pf _ Y^(T<p)fS • (V®)/ = SUVP + SPVP4>P (6.29) 
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6.3.2 Solution Techniques for Systems of Linear Algebraic Equations 
We consider the system of algebraic equations created by the discretization of Eqn. (6.27): 
apffi + J2 *N<l>nN = Rp (6.30) 
s 
This system can be solved in several different ways. Existing solution algorithms fall into 
two main categories: direct and iterative methods. Direct methods give the solution of the 
system of algebraic equations in a finite number of arithmetic operations. Iterative methods 
start with an initial guess and then continue to improve the current approximation of the 
solution until some 'solution tolerance' is met. While direct; methods are appropriate for small 
systems, the number of operations necessary to reach the solution raises with the number' of 
equations squared, making them prohibitively expensive for large systems Muzaferija |121|. 
Iterative methods are more economical, but they usually pose some requirements on the 
matrix. An iterative solver require diagonal dominance in order to guarantee convergence. 
A matrix is said to be diagonally equal if the magnitude of the diagonal (central) coefficient 
is equal to the sum of magnitudes of off-diagonal coefficients. The additional condition for 
diagonal dominance is that \ap\ > ]T]n |ajv| for at least one row of the matrix. 
In order to enable the use of iterative solvers, the diagonal dominance needs to be enhanced 
in some other way |64|, namely through under-relaxation. Consider the original system 
of Eqn. (6.27), the Diagonal dominance is created through an artificial term added to both 
left and right-hand side of Eqn. (6.27): 
apcpp + -^r-ap(i>P + J2 W j v = R P + —j-aP<pP (6.31) 
N 
Or 
^ / P + y aNcl>% = KP + ^-aP4>p (6.32) 
N 
Here, <j)p represents the value of <j> from the previous iteration and 6 is the imder-relaxation 
factor (0 < 5 <1). Additional terms cancel out when steady-state is reached (dip = (j>p). 
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In this study, the iterative solution procedure used to solve the system of algebraic equations 
is the Conjugate Gradient (CG) method, originally proposed by Hesteris and Steifel [91]. It 
guarantees that the exact solution will be obtained in a number of iterations smaller or equal 
to the number of equations in the system. The convergence rate of the solver depends on 
the dispersion of the eigenvalues of the matrix [A] in Eqn. (6.28) and and can be improved 
through pre-conditioning. For symmetric matrices, the Incomplete Cholesky preconditioned 
Conjugate Gradient (ICCG) solver will be used. The method is described in detail by 
Jacobs [24]. The adopted solver for asymmetric matrices is the Bi-CGSTAB by van der 
Vorst [601. 
6.3.3 Second O r d e r B a c k w a r d Differencing 
Since the variation of c/> in time is assumed to be linear, Eqn. (6.24) provides a second 
order accurate representation of the time derivative at t + ^Ai only. Assuming the same 
value for the derivative at time t or t + At reduces the accuracy to first order. However, as 
was mentionned before, if the temporal derivative is discretized to second order, the whole 
discretization of the transport equation will be second order without the need to centre the 
spatial terms in time. The scheme so produced is called Backward Differencing (BD) and 
uses three time levels. 
<pn~1 = 4>t . (6.34) 
6"- = <?+** (6.35) 
To calculate the temporal derivative. Now time level n — 2 expressed as a Taylor expansion 
around n is written as: 
^ = </>» - 2 ( ^ ) " A * + 2 ^ ) M A * 2 + 0(At3) (6.36) 
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Recall also that the Taylor expansion for time n — 1 around ??• with a third order truncation 
error is given by: 
^ "
i =
^ - ( ^ ) " A * + K ^ ) n A ' 2 + o ( A < 3 ) (6'37) 
Combining equation (6.36) and (6.37) produces a second order approximation of the temporal 
derivative at the new time, n: 
'd6\n Un - W1 + W'"~2 o . * (6-38) 
dtj M K ' 
By neglecting (he temporal variation in the face (luxes and derivatives, Eqn. .(6.38) produces 
a fully implicit second order accurate discretiszation of the general transport equation, 
^ " ~
 W\t + 1<P" l VP + E Fff ~~ I > * ) / 5 • (V(W = S°VP + SPWP (6-39) 
/ / 
Analysis has shown |66| that the Backward Differencing method, although cheaper and 
considerably easier to implement than the Crank-Nicholson method. Given its ease of im-
plementation and comparatively low cost, the Backward Differencing scheme is thus the 
preferred method. 
6.4 PISO procedure 
In this study the PISO (Pressure Implicit with Splitting of Operators) procedure proposed 
by Issa [110] is used to couple the pressure to the velocity via flux conservation, The pressure 
equation is derived as a semi-discretized form of the momentum equation (6.23) using the 
discretization techniques described in previous sections. 
apXJP = H-Vp (6.40) 
Here the pressure gradient term remains undiscretized and both sides have been divided 
through with the cell volume to allow face interpolation of the coefficients, ap consists of 
the sum of the coefficients of Up, 
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Dividing both sides of Eqn. (6.40) by ap produces an expression for U: 
U = * - ^ (6.41) 
ap ap 
Interpolating Eqn. (6.41) to express the face velocity gives, 
\apjf \apjj 
The face flux F is calculated using Eqn. (6.42) as follow: 
F = S.Vf (6.43) 
Using the techniques introduced in Eqn. (6.6) the discretized form of the continuity equation 
V • U = 0 can be written as: 
V • U == ] T S • U/ = 0 (6.44) 
. / 
Substituting Uf from Eqn. (6.42) into the above relation produces the pressure equation: 
The Laplacian on the l.h.s. of Eqn. (6.45) and the pressure gradient on the r.h.s. of Eqn. 
(6.40) can be discretized in a manner similar to the diffusion term in section 6.2 resulting in 
the final Conn of the Navier-Stokes system: 
apTJp = H - ] T S • pf (6.46) 
/ 
(6.47) 
The procedure used to solve the unknown variables p and U is depicted as a flowchart in 
Eig. 6.4. 
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Start V,pXeps. Update turbulence properties (Section 3.2.6) 
Momentum predictor U 
•Eqn.(2.7)=-.-: 
Solve* 
Update F and U 
Eq»;a.26)aadEts..a-7), 
Next time-step 
YES 
NO 
Figure 6.4: PISO solution procedure 
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The individual steps of the solution procedure are described below: 
1. The procedure starts with the initial conditions for the unknown flow variables 
(U, p, k, e, F,...etc). 
2. The momentum predictor step solves a tentative velocity using the old-time 
values of p and face flux F with Eqn. (6.46). Solution of the matrix is achieved by employing 
an iterative Conjugate Gradient method (CG). Convergence time is accelerated by precon-
ditioning this inatrix using the procedures of Bi-CGSTAB detailed by Van der Vorst [60] 
which is applicable to asymmetric matrices. 
3. The tentative velocity serves to update the off-diagonal matrix components, 
H (Eqn. (??)) 
4. This is in turn used in the solution of the pressure equation (6.47). The sys-
tem inatrix for the pressure equation is solved using the Incomplete Choleski preconditioned 
Conjugate Gradient (ICCG) method Jacobs [24]. 
5. Due to the explicit nature of the non-orthogonal component of the face in-
terpolation of p, the pressure equation has to be solved iteratively. Typically, a single or at 
most two corrector steps are sufficient to converge the non-orthogonal component. 
6. The solution of the pressure is followed by the projection of the velocities and 
fluxes into a divergence free form Eqn.. (6.46). and Eqn. (6.42) respectively. 
7. Steps 4-7 are now repeated iteratively until the dependent variables stop 
changing. 
8. Finally, the calculation moves to the next time step, where the current values 
are used as initial guesses for the next cycle of the solution. 
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6.5 SIMPLE Algorithm 
If a steady-state problem is being solved iteratively, it is not necessary to fully resolve the 
linear pressure-velocity coupling, as the changes between consecutive solutions are no longer 
small. Non-linearity of the system becomes more important, since the effective time-step is 
much larger Jasak |64|. 
The SIMPLE algorithm by Patankar [128] is formulated to take advantage of these facts: 
• An approximation of the velocity field is obtained by solving the momentum 
equation. The pressure gradient term is calculated using the pressure distribution from the 
previous iteration or an initial guess. The equation is under-relaxed in an implicit manner 
(see Eqn. (6.32)}, with the velocity under-relaxation factor au-
• The pressure equation is formulated and solved in order to obtain the new 
pressure distribution. 
• A new set of conservative fluxes is calculated using Eqn. (6.43). As it has 
been noticed before, the new pressure field includes both the pressure error and convection-
diffusion error. In order to obtain a better approximation of the <correct> pressure field, it 
would be necessary to solve the pressure equation again. On the other hand, the non-linear 
effects are more important than in the case of transient calculations. It is enough to obtain 
an approximation of the pressure field and recalculate the H(U) coefficients with the new 
set of conservative fluxes. The pressure solution is therefore under-relaxed in order to take 
into account the. velocity part of the error: 
Pnew = P"1'1 + 6P(PP -P"ld) (6.48) 
Where 
- p'iew is the approximation of the pressure field that will be used in the next momentum 
predictor. 
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- p is the pressure field used in the momentum predictor. 
- pF is the solution of the pressure equation. 
- dp is the pressure under-relaxation factor, (0 < 8V < 1). 
Perk' [81] gives an analysis of the under-relaxation procedure based on the expected be-
haviour of the second corrector in the PISO sequence. The recommended values of under-
relaxation factors are (Peric |81|): 
• 5p = 0.2 for the pressure 
• 5P = 0.8 for momentum 
6.6 Closure 
The discretisation of the temporal and spatial terms based on the face addressing proce-
dure has been described in this chapter. Several methods of temporal discretisations have 
also been examined. Also a discretisation procedure for coupled systems of equations has 
been presented. The adopted treatment of the pressure-velocity system is based on the 
PISO algorithm for transient calculations and the SIMPLE approach for steady-state flows, 
calculations has been summarised. 
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Chapter 7 
Results and discussions 
7.1 Par t I: Turbulence modelling 
In this first part we present and analyze the results obtained with the mathematical model 
of turbulence on bubbly flow. 
7.1.1 Grid mesh dependence investigation 
In order to study the influence of mesh resolution on the predicted results, three different 
grid have been generated, arbitrarily they are named: coarse, medium and fine Fig. (7.1). 
Pfleger and Becker [17], Buwa and Ranade [134] discussed the effects of the grid dependence 
on the flow properties (gas hold-up and liquid velocity profiles) and they reported tha t the 
agreement of the predictions with the measurements data deteriorates with grid refinement. 
It should be.noted that the numerical diffusion in coarse grid simulation suppresses the 
effect of many of the physical model (for example, the lift and virtual mass, the turbulence 
dispersion of gas bubbles). However grid refinement reduces significantly the numerical 
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Figure 7.1: Grid meshes used. .From the left to right coarse (16x96x4), medium (29x171x7), 
fine (40 x 240 x 10) 
diffusion, although it is not eliminated, and the effects of physical models mentioned above 
become evident. 
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In the present; study, two different inlet gas velocity (0.14 cin/s and 0.73 an/s) are used. For 
a qualitative comparison, the comparison is limited for one inlet gas velocity chosen for two 
different liquid levels (H/W = 2.25 and H/W = 4.5) and it can be seen that the results are 
good in the case of the medium grid for all these cases. When H/W = 2.25, the gas volume 
fraction profile Fig. 7.2 is again good in the case of the medium grid, better than the coarse 
and fine grids. The same conclusion for the gas and liquid velocity profiles (Fig. 7.3 and 
Fig. 7.4). For the turbulence properties (kinetic energy, dissipation rate, turbulent viscosity 
and turbulent intensity) the predicted results are shown in Figures (7.5, 7.6, 7.7 and 7.8) 
respectively. In the case, of H/W = 4.5 for the same superficial gas velocity (0.14 crn/s) 
the results obtained by the model are shown in Figures (7.9, 7.10, 7.11, 7.12, 7.13, 7.14 and 
7.15). They show that the turbulence properties increase with the refinement of grid mesh 
causing divergence. 
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Figure 7.2: Gas hold-up [—] mesh refinement tests in the case of U(i,g = 0.14 cm/s and 
H/W = 2.25. Coarse (left), medium, (center), fine (right). 
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Figure 7.3: Gas velocity [?7i/,<>] mesh refinement tests in the case of UjtS = 0.14 cm/.s and 
H/W = 2.25. Coarse (left), medium (center), fine (right). 
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Figure 7.4: Liquid velocity [m/s] mesh refinement tests in the case of Ud.s = 0.14 cm/s and 
H/W = 2.25. Coarse (left), medium (center), fine (right). 
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Figure 7.5: Kinetic energy [rn2/s2] mesh refinement tests in the case of Ud,„ = 0.14 cm/s 
and H/W = 2.25 . Coarse (left), medium (center), fine (right). 
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Figure 7.6: Dissipation rate [m2/sA] mesh refinement tests in the case of Ud,s = 0-14 cm/s 
and H/W = 2.25. Coarse (left), medium (center), fine (right). 
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Figure 7.7: Turbulent viscosity [r?i2/.s] mesh refinement tests in the case of U,u =r 0.14 an/s 
and H/W = 2.25. Coarse (left), medium (center), fine (right). 
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Figure 7.8: Turbulent intensity [rn/s] mesh refinement tests in the case of U,]tS = 0.14 crn/s 
and II/W == 2.25. Coarse (left), medium (center), fine (right). 
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Figure 7.9: Gas volume fraction [—] mesh refinement tests in the case of Uds = 0.14 cm./s 
and H/W — 4.5. Coarse (left), medium (center), fine (right). 
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10: Gas velocity [m/s] mesh refinement tests in the case of Ud,s — 0-14 cm/s and 
4.5. Coarse (left), medium (center), fine (right). 
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Figure 7.11: Liquid velocity [m/s] mesh refinement tests in the case of L^,s = 0.14 cm/s and 
H/W = 4.5. Coarse (left), medium (center), fine (right). 
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Figure 7.12: Kinetic energy [m /$ } mesh refinement tests in the case of Uci^ = 0.14 arn/s 
and H/W = 4.5. Coarse (left), medium (center), fine (right). 
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Figure 7.13: Dissipation rate [m2/s3] mesh refinement tests in the case of U,i,s — 0.14 cin/s 
and H/W = 4.5 {Hi = 0.90 m). Coarse (left), medium (center), fine (right). 
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Figure 7.14: Turbulent viscosity [m2/s] mesh refinement tests in the case of U,j,s = 0.14 crn/s 
and II/W =4.5 . Coarse (left), medium (center), fine (right). 
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Figure 7.15: Turbulent intensity [m/s] mesh refinement tests in the case of Uc^s — 0.14 cm/s 
and H/W = 4.5. Coarse (left), medium (center), fine (right). 
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Pfleger and Becker [1.7|. Buwa et al. 11,33] reported that the agreement between their model 
and I;lie measurements deteriorates with grid refinement, this is confirmed by the present 
study. In the case of H/W = 2.25 arid for a quantitative comparison, the Fig. 7.16, shows 
the predicted and measured data for vertical liquid velocity. The model's predictions are in 
good agreement when using the coarse and medium grids, not for the fine grid, the numerical 
error is greater due to increase by refinement of meshing. In the Fig. 7.16, the better results 
are obtained also when using the medium grid. When the superficial velocity increases 
{Ud,s = 0.73 cm/s), the model predicts equivalent results for all types of grid mesh and the 
gas volume fraction profiles are in good agreement with the measurements (see Fig. 7.17). 
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Figure 7.16: E-E simulation at II/W = 2.25, Ud,s = 0.14 cm/s for Y = 0.37 m 
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In cases H/W = 4.5 and UdlS = 0.14 cm/s, the Fig. 7.1.8 shows that volume fraction profiles 
are in agreement when using the medium grid. In the case of Ud>a — 0.73 cm/s, we can 
see that all grids give good results in comparison to the experimental results and model of 
Buwa et al. [134]. So, it appears that in the low superficial gas velocity range the medium 
grid mesh is more effective than the fine grid. When increasing superficial gas velocity, the 
difference between grid mesh refinement is not as important;. Consequently, the medium 
mesh grid is chosen in the present study to validate turbulence modelling. 
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The tables 7.1 and 7.2 gives the percentage difference between three different grid mesh in 
the case of bubble column. Here the gas hold-up and liquid velocity are choosen to show the 
quantitative difference and approve our choice of midiurn grid mesh. 
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Table 7.1: Percentage difference of gas hold-up values between model and experimental 
measurement of Buwa et al. |135|. 
grid definition 
Coarse 
Medium 
Fine 
Model [-j 
0 - 0.0130 
0 - 0.0165 
0 - 0.0210 
Experimental [-] 
0 - 0.016 
| difference [%] 
0 - 18.75 % 
0 - 3 % 
0 - 23.8 % 
Table 7.2: Percentage difference of liquid velocity values between model and experimental 
measurement of Buwa et al. [135]. 
grid definition Model [m/s] Experimental [m/s] difference [%| 
Coarse 
Medium 
Fine 
-0.06 - 0.10 
-0.08-0.13 
-0.16-0.16 
-0.05 • - 0.12 
16 - 17 % 
, 7 - 15 % 
25 - 38 % 
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7.1.2 Flow results visualization: model versus experimental 
In this work we propose a new turbulence models for bubble column flows. In order to test 
and validate the developed model, we define in the table 7.3 three closures A, B and C in 
which the turbulent transport equations are modeled using the open-source CFD package 
OpenFOAM. 
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Table 7.3: Different closures used in bubble column modeling. NC: not considered, C: 
considered, B.I.T. : bubble induced turbulence 
Closure A Robert and Closure B Rusche (]56|) Closure C (Present 
Oliver ([49]) model) 
Co Schiller-Naumann Co Schiller-Naumann Co Schiller-Naumann 
Ci = 0.5 C( Tomiyama correlation C; Tomiyania correlation 
C„„=.0.5 a ™ ==0.5 a ™ =0.5 
nf * NC nfs c rifs c 
nfs NC nfs c nf * c 
nj c m NC m c 
e t c 
n| c irfc NC n{ c 
B.I.T. NC B.I.T. NC B.I.T. C 
In the following we attempt to validate the extended k — e model proposed earlier. 
7.1.3 Results and discussion 
The results are compared to the experimental data and previously published results obtained 
by [134; 135|. The bubble diameter is set to a fixed value of 5 mm in order to validate 
the turbulence effect on the gas-liquid systems behavior. We are well aware that the size 
distribution of bubbles could play an important role on the turbulence. In the present thesis, 
the population balance modelling has been addressed in chapter 6, but is not considered in 
the turbulence model validation in order to compare the turbulence model with the current 
state of the scientific literature where turbulence models including PBM are absent. 
For the case of II/W = 2.25, the comparison of measured 1134; 135; 18] and the current 
model predict time-averaged gas hold-up and vertical liquid velocity profiles is shown in Fig. 
(7.21) for a superficial gas velocity of 0.14 cm/s. The vertical liquid velocity measured by 
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Pfleger et al. |1S| are presented on Fig. 7.21 (a) with the model's results. Fig. 7.21 (b) 
shows a comparison of the measured time-averaged gas hold-up Buwa and Ranade [1351 and 
the model's results obtained at a liquid height of 0.37 m from the column bottom. The 
Fig. 7.22 confirms the good agreement between measured and modelling results for different 
conditions both for case (a) and (b). 
Calculations are also performed with and without the virtual mass force term. It is observed 
that the time-averaged properties (vertical liquid velocity and gas hold-up) are not sensitive 
to the virtual mass (see Figures 7.25 and 7.26). They show that the bubbly flows character-
istics are not sensitive to the virtual mass force. This observation is confirmed by Buwa and 
Ranade ([1331, [1341, [135]) and Joshi [661. 
By definition, the virtual mass force can be understood by considering the change in kinetic 
energy of fluid surrounding an accelerating bubble. The effect of the virtual mass force is 
much larger for a bubble in liquid than for a drop in gas due to the higher liquid density 
surrounding the bubble. The virtual mass coefficient is often set to 0.5 for rigid, spherical 
particles in the literature [23; 22; 123]. 
To understand the lift force effect.on the hydrodynamic of the multiphase flows, the influence 
of the lift coefficient C) on the hydrodynamic of gas bubbles is studied. The equation of 
the lift force is a conventional lift force interpretation based on the relative velocity, liquid 
velocity gradient and lift coefficient. When a bubble is rising in an infinite medium, the 
pressure distribution is symmetric and there is no net force in the radial direction. However, 
when a bubble is rising near the wall, the velocity gradient due to the presence of the wall 
will increase the pressure at the wall side and generates a net transverse force acting on the 
bubble Ranade [136|. We examine here the lift force using three closures: The Tomiyama 
correlation (closure 1), the classical value.of 0.5 (closure 2) and without lift force (closure 3). 
The predicted value using Tomiyama correlation is about 0.288 for a bubble size of 5 mm 
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(compared to the commonly used value of 0.5 found in the literature; for example, see Joshi 
[66]). Note that Buwa and Ranade have used a value of 0.28 in their modeling of bubble 
column. Based on the previously published work of Buwa and Ranade [134], we investigate 
the effect of the lift force using the different closures cited above. In the case of H/W = 2.25 
(low liquid level), the figures 7.23 (a) and (b) show that the Tomiyama correlation (closure 
1) appears to give better results in comparison with the other closures. As the lift force 
depends on the velocity gradients in the liquid phase the effect of the lift force becomes 
evident in the case of H/W — 4.5 (high liquid level) for two different superficial gas velocity 
at 0.14 crn/s and 0.73 cm/ s as is shown in the figures 7.24 (a) and (b). The results obtained 
with the Tomiyama [4| correlation are in good agreement with the measurements of Buwa 
and Ranade [135]. 
Based on the work of Robert and Oliver |49[, the drift velocity accounts for the dispersion 
of bubbles due to transport by turbulent fluid motion. The drift velocity scales the fluid 
viscous force against the surface tension force. Due to correlation between the distribution 
of bubbles and the turbulent fluid motion (see Robert and Oliver [49|), V'drift represents 
the dispersion of the bubbles due to transport by fluid turbulence. This is an important 
effect since the mass balance does not contain a diffusive term that would be responsible for 
the dispersion of bubbles. Figures (7.27, 7.28) show the results obtained with the proposed 
model with different correlations from the literature, compared to experimental results. The 
predicted profiles of gas hold-up and liquid velocity are clearly improved when using" the drift 
velocity. 
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Figure 7.19: Qualitative comparison of bubbles behavior between experimental results (a) 
and present model (b). Conditions are H/W = 2.25, Ucu = 0.14 cm/s. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 7.20: Qualitative comparison of gas volume fraction between experimental results (a) 
and present model (b). Conditions are Il/W = 4.5, Ua,s = 0.73 cm/s. 
The computational results published by Buwa et al. [132] and the predictions of the cur-
rent model are shown in figures 7.19 and 7.20. Predicted instantaneous bubbles and gas 
volume fraction distribution show that meandering motion of the bubble plume is captured 
in satisfactory qualitative agreement with experiment. 
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7.2 Conclusion 
The hydrodynamic behavior of gas-liquid flows in bubble columns is studied and explained 
using an Eulerian-Eulerian formulation. The predicted gas hold-up and phases velocities 
profiles are in good agreement with, the available measurements. The addition of source 
terms in the standard k — e model of turbulence to take into account certain aspects of 
turbulence specific to two-phase flows is found to be adequate and satisfactory. The effect 
of the so-called drift velocity is studied using different correlations available in the scientific 
literature. 
7.3 Par t II: Population balance modelling 
In this second part., the population balance equation is added to the model and solved using 
the Direct Quadrature of MOments Method (DQMOM) and the Class Method (CM). The 
following algorithm shows the steps of population balance modelling. The Fig. 7.29 show 
the PBE-CFD equations coupling for bubbly flows and are implemented in the open source 
package OpenFOAM.. First, the turbulence properties are updated and it is followed by the 
calculation of axial liquid and gas velocities, pressure correction and velcoity correction in 
that order. The next step is the solution of equations for k - e model. Finally, the bubble 
size distribution is calculated by the solution of population balance equation. 
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Figure 7.29: PISO solution procedure coupled with PBE and MRF technique 
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7.3.1 Test case A: Bubble Column 
Gas-liquid reactors in the form of bubble columns have an enormous importance in the 
process and associated industries. Hence, they received considerable attention, both in terms 
of experimental and theoretical efforts. For bubble columns, a number of experimental data 
sets are available from the literature, which contain local measurements of velocities, phase 
fraction, bubble size and often turbulence quantities. Some of these extend to very high phase 
fractions (> 40%). These have been utilized by a number of authors [63; 119; 58; 59; 137; 10] 
as test eases in their numerical studies. 
Setup 
The bubble column used in the experimental study of Pfleger et al. [18] has been modeled to 
carry out the investigations. The apparatus is a rectangular laboratory-scale bubble column 
with the dimensions 20x 120x5 cm (WxIIxD) and is filled with two different levels of water 
II/W — 2.25 and II/W = 4.5. Air is introduced into the system through a perforated 
section of (0.6x1.8 cm) in the xz plane. The Fig. 7.30 show the rectangular bubble column 
used here to validate the population balance modelling using the direct quadrature method 
of moments and the method of classes. The geometry is meshed using OpenFOAM package 
and the grid medium is choosen to validate predicted results as described in the latest section. 
The porosity of the perforated section is calculated as: 
Porosity = Area'eclion « Q.0108 (7.1) 
Areaplate 
Then, the resulting superficial gas velocity is calculated by 
Ucis = Porosity x Ud.m (7.2) 
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Z - 50 mm x = 2 B 0 mm 
Figure 7.30: Rectangular laboratory-scale bubble column (right) and perforated section inlet 
(left). 
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The gas-liquid flow is modelled using the two-fluid model Euler-Euler approach (see Chapter 
3); the initial bubble size at the inlet is set to 5 mm, as used by Buwa and Ranade |135|. 
The domain is discretized into 16x96x4 control volume giving a total of 6144 cells. The 
time step is set to At = 0.01 s resulting in a maximum Courant number between Co = 0.40 
and 0.70 depending on the gas flow rate. 
In order to validate the model, the data available in the literature [IT; 132; 90] are used for 
qualitative and quantitative comparison. The bubble column geometry is same as that used 
by Pfleger et al. |18]. As in the experiments of Buwa and Ranade [135|, the air-water system 
is chosen and the superficial gas velocity is varied from 0.14 to 0.73 an/s (corresponding 12 
to 67 cm/s used as inlet-velocity in the model). Two closures A and B are used to validate 
the predicted results with measurements data, in the first one (closure A), the population 
balance equation is solved using the method of classes (CM), and in the second closure (B), 
the direct quadrature method of moments (DQMOM) is used to solve the PBE. 
In method of classes used in the tested case of bubble column, the bubbles are divided 
into n = 2r + 1 classes Bannari et al. |102], with n add in order to have symmetry. 
As described before (see details in Bannari et al. [102]) a distribution, on pivoted grid 
point x-i with a',;+i = sxi and a value of s > 1 is used, where i refer to the class in-
dex. With the assumption of spherical bubbles, the following formulation can be writ-
ten as (4/3)7r(<ii+1/2)3 = (4s/3)7r(<i,;/2)3. In this relation, s is calculated to ensure that 
dn = d.2r+-i = d-max and dT = dmean. This gives the following relation: 
dk = ^ ~-r~l^dme<m (7.3) 
and 
d-rnean 
O / f 
;7,4) 
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Table 7.4: Values of s arid the corresponding classes used with CM 
7 15 25 
3 • 7 12 
2 1.3459 1.1892 
In this study, the initial inlet bubble diameter is set to 5 mm as in Buwa and Ranade [133] 
and Buwa et al. [ 132]. The Table-7.4 gives the value of s used with the corresponding class. 
At the inlet, the mean diameter is used, and the same gas velocity is considered for all size 
groups. This assumption is applied because of its simplification to reduce the gas phase 
momentum equations to a single as described above in this work. Laakkonen et al [79] found 
that more than 80 classes should be used to minimize the discretization errors. However for 
practical reasons (i.e. to reduce the computational effort) the number of classes was limited 
to 25 as shown in table 7.4. 
Results 
As expected, population balance of bubble size distribution gives better agreement than a 
single bubble size. In the test cases for 7, 15 and 25 classes, the last two gives better results 
by comparison with the data of Buwa and Ranade [135]. In the tested cases for H/W = 2.25 
and H/W = 4.5 at two different gas flow rates, the predicted liquid velocity and gas hold-up 
profiles are shown in Fig. 7.33 and Fig. 7.34. To predict the Sauter mean diameter, we use 
the direct quadrature method of moments DQMOM. Until now, this technique has not been 
tested and validated on bubbles size distribution in presence of complex phenomena such as 
coalescence and breakage due to bubble-bubble interactions. The figures 7.31 and 7.32 show 
the predicted results obtained with CFD .package OpenFOAM. In the Fig. 7.31, DQMOM 
and 25 classes give better agreement between them in term of a qualitative comparison. The 
Fig. 7.32 comme to confirm this interpretation. 
Number of classes 
Value of r 
Value of s 
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DQMOM 7 classes 15 classes 
Sduter diameter 
• 0.006 
25 classes 
005 
004 
003 
002 
001 
Figure 7:31: Predicted Sauter mean diameter using DQMOM and the method of classes 
(from left to right). In this case of H/W = 2.25 and UdzS = 0.14 cm/s. 
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Jo.ooi 
DQMOM 7 classes 15 classes 25 classes 
Figure 7.32: Predicted Sauter mean diameter using DQMOM and 7, 15, 25 different classes 
(from left to right). In this case of H/W = 4.5 and Ud,s = 0-14 cm/s. 
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Figure 7.33: Liquid velocity (left) and gas hold-up (right) profiles using the present model. 
H/W = 2.25, Ud,s = 0.14 cm/s for Y = 37 cm from the bottom. 
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Figure 7.34: Gas hold-up (right) profiles xising the present model. H/W = 4.5, Ua,s 
0.14 cm/s for Y = 37 cm from the bottom. 
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The Fig. 7.35 show the predicted Sauter mean diamter using DQMOM arid CM with different 
number of calsses at an H/W ratio of 2.25 (left) and 4.5 (right). The obtained results confirm 
that the DQMOM is in good agreement when increasing the number of classes. The use of 
DQMOM permits to predict a bubble size distribution (BSD) at any time and position in 
the case of bubble column (H/W = 2.25 and Uci,s = 0.14 cm/s). The figures 7.36, 7.37, 7.38 
and 7.39 show a sample of these distribution. Note that, the abscisas L,; and weights wt are 
equivalent to bubble size and volume fraction respectively. The figures 7.40 and 7.41 show 
the percentage of volume of the classes in the bubble column obtained using CM at t—60 s. 
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Figure 7.36: Bubble size distribution using DQMOM in time t = 20s and position of (0.1 x 
0.37 x 0.025)m. 
Figure 7.37: Bubble size distribution using DQMOM in time t = 40.s and position of (0.1 x 
0.37 x 0.025)m. 
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Figure 7.38: Bubble size distribution using DQMOM in time t = 60s and position of (0.1 x 
0.37 x 0.025)m. 
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Figure 7.39: Bubble size distribution using DQMOM in time t = 80s and position of (0.1 x 
0.37 x 0.025)ro. 
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Figure 7.40: Bubble size distribution using CM (7 classes) in time t = 60s and position of 
(0.1 x 0.37 x 0.025)m. 
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Figure 7.41: Bubble size distribution using CM (15 classes) in time t — 60s and position of 
(0.1 x 0.37 x 0.025)m. 
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Discussion 
The model developed shows that in the case A (bubble column), good agreement is obtained 
.when the direct quadrature method of moments (DQMOM) is used and the results are 
compared with the available experimental results as well as the method of Classes (CM). 
It performs much better than using a constant bubble size while requiring only marginally 
higher computational effort, When using the method of classes, both the 15 classes and 25 
classes are in agreement with the experimental results but as expected the 25 classes is more 
accurate, though it requires a significant computational effort. In a previous study Bannari 
et al. f 102], the authors showed that for a given geometry of bubble column flow reactor 
a good compromise between computational effort and precision the 15 classes choice was a 
good choice for solving the population balance equation but other authors mention that up 
to 80 classes could lie necessary to obtain sufficient accuracy. In order to have a method 
that represents adequately the population without the large computational effort associated 
with such a large number of additional equations, the DQMOM appears as a very interesting 
solution method. 
7.3.2 Test case B: Double-turbine Stirred-tank Reactor 
In this section, we attempt to validate the application of DQMOM for bubble coalescence-
breakup phenomena. Until now, no studies have been made in this domain apart from a few 
studies made on the aggregation and fragmentation of solid particles (in the scale of nano 
and micro), for example see |107; 33|. However, the error generated by the application of 
DQMOM in the scale of millimeter (our case) is greater and a direct application of DQMOM 
is not recommanded to describe the bubbles size distribution. 
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Table 7.5: Transport properties 
Fluids Density (kg/m?) Dynamic viscosity (Pa.s) Surface tension (N/rn) 
Water (20°C) 998.2 1.0 x H r 3 0.073 
Air (20°C) 1.225 1.7894 x 10~5 
Setup 
Ttie experimental set-up of Alves et al. [127; 126] is used. The solution domain is shown in 
Fig. 7.42. It consists of a flat bottom stirred cylindrical vessel with diameter T of 0.292 in 
and liquid height H = 2T . A double six bladed standard Rushton impellers with diameter of 
D — T/3 were located respectively at; 0.146 and 0.438 m above the tank base. The impeller 
blade width, 1, and the impeller blade height, w, are equal respectively to D/4 and D/5. The 
tank is equipped with four baffles of 0.1T width uniformly spaced around the periphery. Gas 
is supplied through a small sparger, which is located between the tank base and the lower-
impeller Kerdouss et al. [44j. The model results are compared to the experimental data of 
Alves et al. [127] for a stirred tank filled with tap water with a total height of 0.584 m, gas 
flow rate of 1.67 x 104 mA/s and an impeller rotation speed of 7.5 s"1 corresponding to a 
turbulent Reynolds number, Re = pcND2/fic = 7.1 x 104 . The water and gas properties 
are set in the Table 7.5. 
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Figure 7.42: Solution domain used. The model is solved on the discretized geometry. 
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<^ 32j denote the Sauter mean diameter predicted by using the DQMOM and CM described 
in last section. 
In the case of CM as used by Kerdouss et al. [45], the Sauter diameter d.32 is calculated by 
combining Eqn. (7.5) and Eqn. (7.6) described as follows: 
n = — 3 - (7.5) 
and 
~ + V • ( nUd ) = Shr - Sco (7.6) 
n, is the bubble number density. S;,r and Sm are respectively the bubble breakage and 
coalescence rates. Following Wu et al. |100| bubble break-up rate can be written as 
Si,r = Cf„-n—— 1 —— Exp 
dS2 V We / 
1/2
 ' Wemt (7.7) 
We 
and the coalescence rate is given by: 
Sco = Ccorkod2{ed)ll'in2 ^— (7.8) 
(i - «r) 
where C\„. — 0.075 and Cco = 0.05 are adjustable parameters fitted to the experimental data 
of Alves et al. [127|. r/c() is the coalescence efficiency set to unity [100; 52]. We is the Weber 
number defined as 
We = *£± (7.9) 
where Wet:l~it is the critical value of the Weber number, and is set to 1.2 Kerdouss et al. [44|. 
The velocity of eddies lit is given by 
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ut = 1.4(«/)1/3 (7.10) 
In the case of DQMOM, d\yi is determined by the following formula 
m ( 3 ) 
rf32 = - ^ (7.11) 
where mS^ and m^2' represent the first lower order moments. 
Results 
In this study, the modeling of the agitated reactor with double turbine is made under the 
same boundary conditions summarized in the Table 3.3. 
All the forces of drag, lift and virtiual mass are considered in this model and predicetd results 
a qualitative comparison is made in this section. The Fig. 7.44 show the predicted results of 
Sauter mean diameter using the two techniques DQMOM and CM for solving the population 
balance equation. 
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Figure 7.44: Contours of Sauter mean diameter at the mid plane (z—0) using D Q M O M 
(left) and CM (right). The values of d^ are between 1 and 6 mm (blue to red color). 
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Figure 7.46: Predicted gas hold-up using DQMOM and CM (r = 2.4 cm). 
Figures 7.46, 7.47 and 7.48 show the predicted gas hold-up in a. horizontal planes at three 
different radial position: r = 0.024 m, r = 0.07775 cm and r = 0.1315 cm. Figures 7.49, 
7.50, 7.51 and 7.52 show the predicted local bubble mean diameter (I32 hi a vertical mid-plane 
between .two baffles as these 'loops' were defined in the work of |127| . These figures show 
quantitative comparison between the modeling results and measurements Alves et al. (127]. 
In the loops 2 and 4, the surface mean diameter increases because coalescence dominate 
breakage in these circulation zones. In loop 3, a large bubble size is found (5.3 mm), this is 
caused by the local build-up of air trapped in the circulation zone located between impellers. 
Also in the first loop, the bubble size increases in this zone due to the position of the gas 
sparger (inlet) and gas build-up. The predicted results are in good agreement, as well with 
the measurements as other modeling results from the literature [127; 126; 44|. 
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Figure 7.47: Predicted gas hold-up using DQMOM and CM (r = 7.7 cm). 
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Figure 7.48: Predicted gas hold-up using DQMOM and CM (r = 13.1 cm). 
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Figure 7.50: Predicted bubble diameter using DQMOM as a function of position along liquid 
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Figure 7.51: Predicted bubble diameter using DQMOM as a function of position along liquid 
circulation loop 3 
Discussion 
In the case of the aerated stirred tank reactor with a double turbine, the DQMOM gives again 
good results when compared to the experimental data and models published by [127; 44]. 
For quantitative comparison the Sauter mean diameter is chosen for its wide application for 
determining the mass transfer coefficient. Different loops are used to compare the present 
model with available measurements from the literature, agreement is again good. 
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7.3.3 Test case C: Air-lift bioreactor 
Air-lift reactors are attractive for slow reactions since they consist of recycle streams that 
allow for larger residence time within a small reactor volume when compared to bubble 
columns. They are also attractive in processes where a certain degree of agitation is required 
with the use of mechanical stirrers due to the nature of reactants handled, such as the 
culture of biological organisms and wastewater treatment. In this work, investigations of 
hydrodynamic properties such as the gas holdup, liquid velocity, mass transfer coefficient 
and bubble size distribution, are outlined. The basic philosophy behind our investigation 
resides in understanding the influence of bubble size distribution on the hydrodynamics and 
mass transfer characteristics of air-lift reactors. 
Experimental Set-up 
An airlift reactor (35L capacity) is shown in Fig. 7.53. It is made of an inner cylinder with 
(63.11 cm x 11 cm) (II x D). The inner cylinder is positioned at 5.23 cm, from the bottom 
and an external cylinder of (101.85 cm x 17.67 cm) (H x D). 
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Figure 7.53: Airlift reactor structured mesh grid 
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In order to ensure a high mass transfer rate into the medium, Fisher brand gas diffusing stones 
(spherical and porous) were added to make the air inlet more diffuse and more uniformly 
distributed. It contains an average pore size 60fxm and particle retention 25urn. The three 
spherical porous' gas diffusion pellets and the injection of the air is as shown in the Fig. 7.54. 
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Reactor modelling 
To predict the volumetric mass transfer coefficient, kLa, the model developped in this thesis 
is used. It has been in the previous sections tested on bubble column and a double-turbine 
stirred reactor and validated with the available experimental data from the scientific litera-
ture. In the present case, calculations are carried out for the geometry presented above with 
initial liquid volume of 21 L. The flow rate is set to 8 L/rnin with the same transport prop-
erties of fluids as used in this study (see Table 7.5). Preliminary tests on grid convergence 
(space and time accuracy) were made to ensure that the number of cells used is sufficient 
for numerical convergence and accuracy but are not presented in the following. 
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m 
Figure 7.54: Geometry used in the present model. Airlift bioreactor (left) and gas diffusing 
of Fisher brand (right). 
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Table 7,6: Informations about grid mesh 
Total number of cells 
509978 
hex. 
227445 
tet. 
275944 
pyr. 
6589 
Keaclor (model ) 
34.61L 
Vreactw (Exp . ) 
35L 
mesh quality 
99.98% 
Where Vreaci-(rr represent the total volume of airlift reactor. 
The population balance equation is solved by using the method of classes (11 classes) and 
DQMOM with three nodes (N = 3) in which the source terms are the result of the in-
teractions between bubbles-bubbles and bubbles-liquid' due to the turbulence intensity. All 
walls are treated as non slip boundaries using standard wall function as described before for 
the turbulence model. The gas flow rate at the sparger is defined as inlet velocity of type 
boundary condition with the gas volume fraction equal to unity. The initial bubbles size at 
the inlet is set to fixed value of 1 mm. 
Results and discussion 
The Multiple Rotating Frame (MRF) technique is used to represent the rotating movement of 
impeller as used in the test case B. The Population Balance Equation (PBE) is used in order 
to describe and follow the fluid dynamics and bubbles interactions in time and space. PBE is 
-solved using two approximate methods known as the Direct Quadrature Method Of Moments 
(DQMOM) and the Method of Classes (CM) where the continuous distribution of bubble 
sizes is approximated through a discrete number of size, with the exchange between different 
classes with coalescence and break-up phenomena. In this test case (C), the predicted results 
are obtained with model using the DQMOM and CM with 11 classes. Figure 7.55 show the 
predicted results of Sauter mean diameter and mass transfer coefficient (k^a). through three 
different positions. 
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In this study. Higbie's penetration model (Higbie, 1935) is used to calculate the gas-liquid 
mass transfer coefficient kLa. This model is widely used by several authors and it is valid 
for a large turbulence range: 
2 /=•—ftp, 
Where a is the interfacial area calculated as: 
1/4 
kta^V^P a (7.12) 
a = 6ad/di2 (7-13) 
Here, D Q , is the diffusion coefficient of oxygen in water set to 2.05 x 10~9 m2/s (P = Ibar 
and T = 25"6") from the experimental conditions. 
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Figure 7.56: Contour of gas hold-
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Figure 7.57: Gas velocity profiles using C M (left) arid D Q M O M (right). 
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Figure 7.58: Liquid velocity profiles using (left) arid D Q M O M (right). 
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Figure 7.59: Contour of Sauter mean diameter d32 "sing CM (left) and D Q M O M (right). 
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Figure 7.60: Predicted Sauter mean diameter using D Q M O M and CM as a function of 
X-position (position 1). 
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X-position (position 2). 
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X-position (position 3). 
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7.4 Closure 
The integration of the PBE and solving it by DQMOM have proved to be accurate while the 
computational requirement is only a small fraction of the effort needed to solve using the 
CM. Further experimental measurements in such complex geometries as the airlift bioreactor 
would clearly help in the validation of the model but using these preliminary results and the 
comparison with the CM have shown to be very promising. The DQMOM method could 
be used to obtain a better description of the flow in complex bubbly flows and thus to help 
design better reactors. 
A numerical investigation is made in order to compare the claculation time requirement 
between DQMOM and CM for the three cases above (A, B and C). The results are shown 
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in figures (7.66, 7.67 and 7.68). The calculation is caried out. using 18 parallel processors of 
the RQCHP1 center. 
) 
'see https://rqchp.ca 
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Chapter 8 
Summary and conclusion 
This research work has been concerned with the development and validation of mathematical 
model using GFD techniques for simulating dispersed two-phase flows at high phase fractions 
and high turbulence. In this study, two-lluid turbulence model have been extended from the 
standard k — e model of Launder et al. [9|. The developed model was validated and utilized 
for bubbly flow applications. 
This last chapter concludes the thesis and is divided in two sections. The first section sum-
marizes the conclusions already made along this thesis and the second one makes suggestions 
for future work. 
8.1 Conclusion 
The results of the present study have been extensively assessed and discussed in the previous 
Chapters. In the following, the most important conclusions are summarized. 
• The validity of the proposed model for turbulence was demonstrated. Better predictions for 
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the phase fraction and liquid velocity profiles in bubbly flows were obtained by comparison 
with existing two-phase turbulence models. In particular, the influence of the dispersed 
phase and the gas-liquid interfaces were considered in the proposed model. 
• Numerical investigations of bubbly flows in a rectangular bubble column, double-stirred 
reactor and airlift reactor have shown that the proposed two-phase flow model including the 
full integration of source terms for multiphase flow was adequate for the prediction of the 
flow fields variables such as volume fractions and velocity profiles. Drift velocity and bubble 
induced turbulence are included in the extended model of turbulence. The integration of 
population balance equation in the model was successful. 
• The lift models of Tomiyama identified in the literature yields better results for the bubbly 
flow than those obtained with conventional lift models. In particular, the magnitudes of the 
local volume fraction profiles are reduced noticeably. 
• Drag correlations of Tomiyama was applied to large bubbles as used in this study at 
high phase fractions, it agrees with the experimental data reasonably well. However, the 
predicted results reveal that no great influence of virtual mass coefficient appears to exist 
on the hydrodynamic behavior in bubbly flows. 
• A new numerical technique applicable for solving population balance equation is utilized to 
describe bubble size distribution under the effects of coalescence and break-up phenomena. 
The solution of the population balance equation by the DQMOM gives good results when 
compared to the experimental data and numerical models published in the literature. For 
quantitative comparisons, the Sauter mean diameter (I32 is chosen for its wide application in 
chemical engineering industries (ex. calculation of mass transfer coefficient and drag force), 
the results are very much satisfactory again. 
• Drastic reduction in computational time requirements is obtained when using the new 
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technique of DQMOM compared to the method of classes, while maintaining a very good 
accuracy when compared with existing models or available data. Much remains to be done 
in terms of validation but it clearly appears to be a very promising avenue. 
8.2 Future works 
Before we proceed with recommendations for the future work, the important role of measure-
ments has to be emphasized. Many sub-models in the two-fluid model rely oh the availability 
and accuracy of measurements. Therefore, only more extensive experimental data will re-
duce the uncertainty inherent in some of the models and/or will give evidence of phenomena 
currently unaccounted for. The author is not an expert in the experimental methods. There-
fore, the suggestions which follow will be mainly directed towards researchers in the field of 
modelling and numerical methods: 
• Validation of the current two-fluid model against a more complete set of experimental 
data. Several test cases were presented in this thesis (bubble column, double-turbine stirred 
reactor and air-lift reactor). Of the cases listed there, the following ones could yield new 
insights: 
• • In the reactor with high turbulence (agitation), regions of high 
shear within the liquid phase are problematic for accurate prediction of bubble distribution. 
• • Bubble-induced turbulence and large scale instabilities cause ad-
ditional difficulties [43; 29], and must be studied in depth. 
• Derivation of accurate and reliable correlations for the population balance equation taking 
in account more reliable models of coalescence and breakage. In particular, for bubbles, the 
effects of concentration, turbulence and the history of the bubble formation should be taken 
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into account in the correlations. 
As it becomes more and more validated, the model can be used for several industrial applica-
tions such as polymersation, heat and mass transfer in chemical reactors, plasma, metallurgy 
(ex. purification of liquid aluminum), environment, pollution, aerosol. 
The present study should be regarded as another step towards the accurate simulation of 
dispersed two-phase flows. The two-fluid model presented in here has addressed many im-
portant phenomena, such as turbulence, mass transfer coefficient, particles size distribution 
effects as well as grid mesh dependence. The inclusion of these into the framework of the 
two-fluid model is by no means uncharted territory and many researchers have made sig-
nificant contributions towards it. However, it; is unlikely that a single model will emerge 
eventually because of the many ways these phenomena interact with each other. More likely, 
several two-fluid models will co-exist, each specializing in the aspects most relevant to the 
particular industrial application in mind. In this respect, it is the hope of the author that 
this study might serve as a toolbox to other modelers and engineers in industry who attempt 
the prediction of two-phase flows with good accuracy. 
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Chapter 9 
Sommaire et conclusion 
Ce travail de recherche a ete decernes au developpement et la validation d'un modele mathe-
matique utilisant des techniques de la mecanique des fluides computationelle 'CFD' pour 
simuler les ecoulements diphasiques disperses a une grande fraction volumique et avec 
presence de la turbulence. Dans cette etude, le modele standard de turbulence a deux 
equations k — e issu des travaux de Launder et al. [9] a ete modifie. Le modele developpe a 
ete teste et valide pour des ecoulements disperses bulle-liquide. 
Ce dernier chapitre conclut la these et il est divise en deux sections. La premiere section 
resume les conclusions deja entamees tout au long de la these, et la seconde est consacree a 
des suggestions pour les travaux futurs. 
9.1 Conclusion 
Les resultats de la presente etude ont ete largement evalues et discutes dans les chapitres 
precedents. Par consequent, les conclusions les plus importantes sont resumees dans ce 
chapitre. 
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• La validite du modele propose pour la turbulence a ete demontree. De meilleures previsions 
pour la fraction volumique de la phase dispersee et les profils de vitesse des liquides ont ete 
obtenues en comparaison avec des resultats obtenus par les modeles de turbulence existants. 
En particulier, l'influence de la phase dispersee et l'interfaces gaz-liquide sur l'ecoulement 
qui ont ete pris en compte dans le modele propose. 
• Des investigations numeriques sur l'ecoulement de bulles dans une colonne a bulle, reacteur 
agite et bioreacteur airlift ont montre que le modele propose a deux phases en incluant des 
termes sources, pour tenir en compte 1'influence de la phase dispersee et l'interface gaz-liquide 
sur les ecoulements complexes, etait adequat concernant la prediction de certaines variables 
tels que les fractions volumiques et les profils de vitesse. La vitesse de derive et la rotation 
des bulles due a la turbulence sont inclus dans le modele developpe. L'implementation de 
l'equation du bilan de population dans le modele a ete l'objet principal de cette these. 
• Le modele de Tomiyama pour le coefficient de soulevement 'lift' tire de la litterature donne 
de meilleurs resultats pour les ecoulements a bulles que celles obtenues avec des modeles 
classiques. En particulier, les profils de la fraction volumique des bulles sont sensiblement 
reduits. 
• La correlations de Tomiyama pour la force de trainee a ete appliquee pour les grosses 
bulles. Les resultats du modele sont en accord avec les donnees experimentales. Toutefois, 
les resultats predit par le modele revelent que une grande influence de la masse virtuelle 
coefficient semble exister sur le comportement hydrodynamique de l'ecoulement des bulles. 
• Une nouvelle methode numerique pour resoudre l'equation du bilan de population est util-
isee pour decrire la distribution de taille des bulles sous l'effet des phenomenes de coalescence 
et de fragmentation. La solution de l'equation du bilan de population par la DQMOM donne 
de bons resultats lorsqu'on les comparent aux donnees experimentales et a d'autres modeles 
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numeriques publies dans la litterature. Pour faire des comparaisons quantitatives, le di-
ametre moyen de Sauter d(32) est choisi pour ses nombreuses applications dans les industries 
de genie chimique (ex. calcul du coefficient de transfert de masse et de force de trainee). A 
nouveau les resultats sont tres satisfaisants. 
• Une reduction considerable en temps de calcul est obtenue en utilisant la nouvelle technique 
de DQMOM par rapport a la methode des classes, tout en maintenant une tres bonne 
precision en comparaison avec les modeles existants ou des donnees exerimentales disponibles 
dans la literature. Malgre ces resultats, II reste beaucoup a faire en termes de validation de 
cette methode sur d'autres applications industrielles, mais il semble clairement etre une voie 
de recherche tres prometteuse. 
9.2 Travaux futurs 
Avant de proceder a des recommandations pour les travaux futurs, le role important des 
mesures experimentales doit etre souligne. De nombreux modeles numeriques ont ete 
developpe sur la base de la disponibilite et la precision des mesures. Par consequent, seule-
ment un plus grand nombre de donnees experimentales permettront de reduire l'incertitude 
inherente a certains de ces modeles numeriques. L'auteur de cette these n'est pas un ex-
pert dans l'experimentation et par la suite les suggestions suivantes seront principalement 
resumees pour les chercheurs dans le domaine de la modelisation numerique et la mecanique 
des fluides computationelle CFD: 
• Validation de l'actuel modele pour un ensemble complet de donnees experimentales. 
Plusieurs cas de test ont ete presentes dans cette these (colonne a bulles, reacteur agite 
a double turbine et bioreacteur airlift). Parmi les cas qui y sont enumeres, les cas suivants 
pourraient donner de nouvelles indications: 
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• • Dans le reacteur agite a forte turbulence, les regions qui presen-
tent un cisaillement eleve au sein de la phase liquide sont problematiques pour la prevision 
precise de la distribution des bulles. 
• • La turbulence induite par la rotation des bulles et quelques in-
stabil i ty a grande echelle entraine des difficultes supplementaires [43; 29], et doivent etre 
etudies en profondeur. 
• Developpement de nouvelles correlations precises et fiables pour 1'equation du bilan de 
population est prise en compte dans cette etude ainsi des modeles modernes de coalescence 
et fractionnement des bulles sont implemented dans ce modele mathematique. En particulier, 
pour les bulles, les effets de la concentration, la turbulence et l'histoire de la formation des 
bulles doivent etre pris en compte dans le futur. 
Le modele peut etre utilise pour plusieurs applications industrielles telles que la polymerisa-
tion, le transfert de chaleur et de masse dans les reacteurs chimiques, plasma, la metallurgie 
(ex. purification de l'aluminium liquide), environnement, pollution et les aerosoles. 
La presente etude doit etre consideree comme un nouveau pas vers une simulation numerique 
precise des ecoulements disperses. Le modele a deux phases presente ici a aborde de nom-
breux phenomenes importants, comme la turbulence, le coefficient de transfert de masse, 
la distribution des tailles de particules ainsi que la dependance du maillage. L'inclusion 
de tous ces parametres dans le modele est loin d'etre un domaine inconnu et de nombreux 
chercheurs ont apporte des contributions significatives. Toutefois, il est peu probable qu'un 
modele unique finira par etre le meilleur en raison de nombreuses fagons de programmation et 
que la plupart des phenomenes interagissent les uns avec les autres. A cet egard, l'espoir de 
l'auteur est que le modele developpe sera utilise comme une reference a d'autres chercheurs 
du CFD. 
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Appendix A 
Product Difference Algorithm 
The PD algorithm proceeds in a sequence of steps biginning with setting up a triangular 
array of elements P(i,j). Elements of the first column are : 
P(L 1) = Sitl (A.1) 
where 6iti — 0 for i £ 1 and. <5;j = 1 for i = 1. The second column contains the moments 
with alternating sign: 
P(i,2) = (-iy-lm(i - I) (A.2) 
The rest of elements of matrix P(i,j) axe obtained from : 
P(i,j) = P(l,j - l)P(i + 1, j - 2) - P(l,j - 2)P(i + l,j - t) (A.3) 
The coefficients of the continued fraction (a,;) are generated by setting the first element equal 
to zero and computing the others according, to the following relationship : 
« = p$p\tl-iy , - - > 2 * <^ > 
A symmetric tridiagonal matrix is obtained from sums and products of ctj. 
at -ax + a ? i_i; i G 1,.... 2N - 1 (A.5) 
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and 
h = \J{a.2i+\o.2i i); i S 1,.-, 2N 2 (A.6) 
where a, and 6,; are the diagonal and the codiagonal of Jacobi matrix respectively. When the 
tridiagonal matrix is determined, generation of the weights and abscissas is done by finding its 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors. In fact, the eigenvalue are the abscissas and the sqare of the first 
component of the jth eigenvectors Vj are the weights (L[i\ = d[i], w[i] = mo(u[i][l])2). Here, 
d[i] and v[i][j] are the obtained eigenvalues and eigenvectors from Jacobi matrix available in 
the'code OpenFOAM. 
A.l Linear System solution 
The solution of the linear system generated by the Eqn.(??) is obtained using Gauss-Seidel 
method implemented in the present work as follow: 
- construct a symmetric matrix >4[i][j], i = 0, ...,2Ar — 1, j — 0,...,2N — 1, where N is the 
node of the quadrature approximation used in DQMOM. 
- filling the matrix /![?'][j] with coefficients obtaining by developing the Eqn.(??). 
- Solve the formed linear system using Gauss-Seidel method. As default, the Gauss-Seidel 
method is not our subject in the present study. 
A.2 Example of initial distribution of moments 
By definition the moments distribution is given by: 
n 
m W ( t ) « ^ L i ( t ) V { t ) (A.7) 
Table A.l shows the results of intial distribution of moments. As verified, the moments 
(column 2) are recovered upon substitution of the abscissas (column 5) and weights (column 
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Tabic A..1: Initial distribution of first order of moments 
k mk{t = 0) ofc bk Z,(fe> U - W 
0 1.0 
1 5.0 5.0 2.88675 15.2853 0.0283736 
2 33.3333 8.33343 4.7139 7.18626 0.452838 
3 277,778 11.6673 0.0 2.52914 0.518788 
4 2777.78 
5 32407.4 . 
6) into Eqn.(A.7). Columns 3 and 4 from the table A.l contain a^ and b). (positive root of 
l}f,) calculated using the Product-Algorithm described in this appendix. Here, k represent 
the first order of moments (k = 5 in this study). 
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Appendix A 
OpenFOAM CFD tools 
A.l Introduction 
OpenFOAM Field Operation And Manipulation is first and foremost a C++ library, used 
primarily to create executables, known as applications. The applications fall into two cat-
egories: solvers, that are each designed to solve a specific problem in continuum mechan-
ics; and tutorials, that are designed to perform tasks that involve cases applications. The 
OpenFOAM distribution contains numerous solvers and tutorials covering a wide range of 
problems encountered in chemical industries. 
One of the strengths of OpenFOAM is that new solvers and utilities can be created by its 
users with some pre-requisite knowledge of the underlying method, physics and programming 
techniques involved. 
OpenFOAM is supplied with pre- and post-processing environments. The interface to the 
pre- and post-processing are" themselves OpenFOAM utilities, thereby ensuring consistent 
data handling across all environments. The overall structure of OpenFOAM is shown in 
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Open Source Field Operation and Manipulation (OpenFOAM) C++ Library 
Figure A.l: Overview of OpenFOAM structure 
Fig.A.l. 
A.2 Application and libraries 
In OpenFOAM. applications are split into two main categories: 
solvers that are each designed to solve a specific problem in computational fluid dynamics. 
tutorials that perforin simple pre-and post-processing tasks, mainly involving data manip-
ulation and algebraic calculations. 
A.2.1 Object-orientation and C + + 
Progamming languages that are object-oriented, such as C++, provide the mechanism-
classes to declare types and associated operations that are part of the verbal and mathemat-
ical languages used in science and engineering. C + + provides the mechanism of template 
classes such that the template class Field<Type> can represent a field of any <Type>, 
e.g. scalar, vector, tensor. The general features of the template class are passed on to any 
class created from the template. Templating and inheritance reduce duplication of code and 
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create class hierarchies that impose an overall structure on the code. 
A.2.2 Equation representation 
A central theme of the OpenFOAM design is that the solver applications, written using the 
OpenFOAM classes, have a syntax that closely resembles the partial differential equations 
being solved. For example the equation 
^-t(pU) + V • (6V) - V • (,/VU) = - V p (A. 1) 
is represented by the code 
solve 
( 
fvm::ddt(rho. U) 
+ fvm::div(phi, U) 
- fvm::laplacian(mu, U) 
- fvc::grad(p) 
); 
This and other requirements demand that the principal programming language of Open-
FOAM has object-oriented features such as template classes, virtual functions and operator 
overloading. These features are not available in many languages that purport to be object-
orientated but actually have very limited object-orientated capability, such as FORTRAN-90. 
C-! h however, possesses all these features while having the additional advantage that it is 
widely used with a standard specification so that reliable compilers are available that produce 
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efficient; executables. It is therefore the primary language of OpenFOAM. 
A 3 OpenFOAM cases 
The tutorial cases that accompany the OpenFOAM distribution provide useful ex-
amples of the case directory structures. The tutorials are located in the /Opeii-
FOAM/user/run/tutorials directory, reached quickly by executing the tut alias at the 
command line. Users can view tutorial, examples at the OpenFOAM documentation (see 
http://www.opencfd.co.uk/openfoam/doc/index.html). 
A.3.1 File structure of OpenFOAM cases 
constant directory that contains a full description of the case mesh in a subdirectory poly-
Mesh and files specifying physical properties for the application concerned, e.g. transport-
Properties. 
system directory containing individual files of data for particular fields. The data can 
be: either, initial values and boundary conditions that the user must specify to define the 
problem; or, results written to file by OpenFOAM. Also the user can find several numerical 
schemes in this directory, i.e. fuSolution and fuScemes. 
A.3.2 Scalars, vectors and tensors notations 
A scalar is a single number represented as such in a data file. A vector is a VectorSpace of 
rank 1 and dimension 3, and since the number of elements is always fixed to 3, the simple 
List format is used. Therefore a vector (1.0, 1.1, 1.2) is written: 
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(1.0 1.1 1.2) 
In OpenFOAM, a tensor is a VectorSpace of rank 2 and dimension 3 and therefore the data 
entries are always fixed to 9 real numbers. Therefore the identity tensor, described in the 
Programmer's Guide of OpenFOAM tools, can be written: 
( 
1 0 0 
0 10 
0 0 1 
) 
A.3.3 Dimensional units 
In continuum mechanics, properties are represented in some chosen units, e.g. mass in 
kilograms (kg), volume in cubic metres (m3), pressure in Pascals (kgms~"). Algebraic op-
erations must be performed on these properties using consistent units of measurement; in 
particular, addition, subtraction and equality are only physically meaningful for properties 
of the same dimensional units. As a safeguard against implementing a meaningless oper-
ation, OpenFOAM attaches dimensions to field data and physical properties and performs 
dimension checking on any tensor operation. 
The Input/Output format for a dimensionset is 7 scalars delimited by square brackets, e.g. 
[0 2 -1 0 0 0 0] 
where each of the values corresponds to the power of each of the base units of measurement 
listed in TableA.l. The table gives the base units for the Systeme International (SI) and the 
United States Customary System (USCS) but OpenFOAM can be used with any system of 
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Table A..1: Base units for SI and USCS 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Property 
Mass 
Length 
Time 
Temperature 
Quantity 
Current 
Luminous intensity 
SI unit 
kilogram (kg) 
metre (in) 
second (s) 
Kelvin (K) 
kilogram-mole 
Ampere (A) 
candela (cd) 
(kgmol) 
USCS unit 
pound-mass (lbm) 
foot (ft) 
second (s) 
degree Rankine (°R) 
pound-mole (lbmol) 
Ampere (A) 
candela (cd) 
units. All that is required is that the input data is correct for the chosen set of units. 
A.4 Mesh conversion in OpenFOAM 
The user can generate meshes using other packages and convert them into the format that 
OpenFOAM uses. The mesh conversion codes have the naming convention available mesh 
converters are for example: 
fluentMeshToFoam reads a Fluent.msh mesh file, working for both 2-D and 3-D cases; 
gambitToFoam reads a GAMBIT.neu neutral file; 
cfxToFoarn reads a CFX mesh written in .geo format; 
A.5 Post-processing 
This section describes options for post-processing with OpenFOAM. OpenFOAM is sup-
plied with a post-processing utility paraFoam that uses ParaView which is an open source 
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Figure A.2: The paraFoam window 
visualisation application included in the CFD package. 
A.5.1 Overview of paraFoam 
paraFoam is strictly a script that launches ParaView using the reader module supplied with 
OpenFOAM. It is executed like any of the OpenFGAM utilities either by the single command 
from within the case directory or with the -case option with the case path as an argument, 
e.g.: 
paraFoam -case <caseDir> 
ParaView is launched and opens the window shown in FigureA.2. The case is controlled 
from the left panel, which contains several options for data analysis. 
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Figure A.3: Toolbars in ParaView 
A.5.2 The button toolbars 
The default layout with all toolbars is shown in FigureA.3 with each toolbar labelled. The 
function of many of the buttons is clear from their icon and, with tooltips enabled in the 
Help menu, the user is given a concise description of the function of any button. 
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